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Station KSCW is a CW Network affiliate in its service area.  In carrying out its 

responsibilities as a public trustee, the station deals with and is responsive to the principal 

issues arising in its community on a continuing basis.  A variety of specials, public 

service announcements, public affairs programs and broadcasts on matter of concern to 

our community are supplemented, in some cases, with in-community projects.  Our most 

significant programming, which has dealt with current community issues during the 

preceding three-month period, is set forth below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specific Treatment of Community Issues  

 

News stories carried in the M-F and Sunday 7am Morning Newscasts and the 

rebroadcast of the daily KWCH 10:00pm newscasts, Monday through Sunday, 

ranging in length of 45 seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

News stories carried in the M-F 4pm and M-Sunday 9pm Newscasts ranging in 

length of 45 seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 

 

Crime – Reports on criminal activity throughout the entire viewing area as well as the 

rest of the country and the world.  Here we are listing just a few of the stories that were 

included in our newscast this quarter. 

 

Community - Connecting with the all members of the community and serving their 

specific and special needs is important in a diverse culture. In Wichita, as in most 

communities, there is a need for the public and private organizations to contribute money, 

time, and services to important issues, organizations, and causes within their community.  

As a public medium, we carry a responsibility to let the community know about 

important causes that are worthy of public support.  

 

Economy - The economy is of major importance to Kansas residents.  Continuing growth 

keeps our employment rate high; new contract acquisitions by the local aircraft 

manufacturers, old businesses leaving town, new businesses coming in, proposed tax 

increases/decreases, and major weather concerns for residences and businesses. All of 

these factors impact the community, and are of ongoing interest and concern for our 

viewing audience.  

 

Education – Coverage of educational issues in the viewing area including the various 

school districts, higher education facilities, and communities. 

 

Environment - Environment issues and concerns are of interest are aired regularly in  

newscasts to keep viewers informed of the latest in  Environmental technology, 

treatments, advisories, etc.   

 

Health & Safety - In Wichita, as in most communities, there is a need for public 

awareness of certain public and personal safety issues, and as a public medium, it is our 

responsibility to help ensure that a message is disseminated.  

 

Politics – Coverage of the issues and decisions by city, county and state government can 

affect them.     
 



 

 

Description of Programs Providing Most 

Significant Treatment of Community Issues 
 

Program    Day   Time 

 

Eyewitness News This Morning  M-F & Sunday  7:00-9:00am 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

Eyewitness News @ 4pm   M-F   4:00-4:30pm 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

Eyewitness News @ 9pm   M-F   9:00-9:30pm 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

The Catch it Kansas Show  Fridays August - May 11:00pm 

This is a locally produced live sports program that recaps the local sporting events at the High School level. 

 

Eyewitness News at 10:00  Mon-Sun  1:30am – 2:00am 

Rebroadcast 

KSCW rebroadcasts the M-F 10:00pm News Program produced by KWCH. This is a locally produced live 

news programs that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related stories. The issue responsive 

program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise noted. 

 

First Business   Monday – Friday  4:30am-5:00am 

First Business is a nationally syndicated program that previews the day’s news and trading day, digging 

deeper for the real ideas to make their money work. 

 

AG am in Kansas   Monday-Friday   6:00-6:30pm 

AG am in Kansas is the only locally produced half-hour agriculture show on television in the state of 

Kansas.  At AG am in Kansas, the on-going mission is to tell Good News stories about the people, places 

and things relating to Agriculture in Kansas.  Kansas farmers and ranchers provide food to people 

worldwide while taking great care of the animals and land entrusted to them. The show is produced in 

coordination with Kansas State University's Research and the Extension Department. 

 

AgDay    Monday-Friday  6:30-7:00pm 

AgDay is a syndicated daily half-hour television program presented in magazine format focusing on 

agriculture news, agribusiness, and country living. It is hosted by Clinton Griffiths. 

 

Face The Nation Page 2  Sunday   10:00am 

The second half hour of the weekly CBS program discussing a spectrum of national and international 

issues. 

 

The Weekend Crew  Sunday   6:30pm 

Locally produced program focusing on the best things about Wichita and Kansas. Discover great places to 

eat, exciting events in the community, the best new movies and local stories with the hottest deals.. 

 

Public Service    All Days   Any times 

KSCW broadcasts local and national public service announcements of varying lengths throughout its 

broadcast schedule. Some of the announcements are part of campaigns on one subject.  



 

 

Features in Newscasts M-F & Sunday 7:00 – 9:00am 
 

The Doctor Is In – Monday 

A doctor from Wesley Medical or Via Christi answer viewer’s medical questions.  They 

also has advice for keeping healthy between doctors’ visits. 

  

Kids Corner – Every Other Monday 

Topical issues affecting kids today.  We talk about everything from violent video games 

to autism. 

  

New You – Every Other Monday 

Finding ways for self improvement.  This includes eating healthier, working out and 

emotional health issues. 

  

Tips and Tulips - Once a month Monday gardening segment with Marty Johnson. 

  

Ask Dentist -  Once a month Monday dental segment. 

Tasty Tuesday – Tuesday  

A variety of chefs come in with easy recipes and/or decorating ideas. 

  

Legal Counsel – Wednesday 

Lawyer Charlie O’Hara is here to answer legal questions.   

  

Listen Up – Thursday 

Local musicians and bands show off their skills.  They play and talk about the importance 

of supporting local music. 

  

All About Animals - Thursday  

Veterinarian Dr. Dan Thompson answers all pet questions and offers tips on how to keep 

your pets safe and healthy. 

 

Pet of the Week - Friday 

Caring Hands Humane Society brings their pet of the week that is up for adoption. 



 

 

 

Features in Newscasts Monday – Friday  4:00 – 4:30pm 
 

Klose-Up:  Topical interview segments about topics/issues in the community.  Cindy 

Klose interviews the newsmakers. 2-3 times a week. 

 

Talk Now:  Daily segment that poses a question to the viewers on Facebook/Twitter.  

Comments used on the air, in a crawl and fullscreens. 

 

Work It Out:  Weekly segment with Jenn Bates featuring a new workout, exercise trends, 

interviews with trainers etc. 

 

The Playlist:  Biweekly segment with Emily Deaver.  Once a week she talks about new 

albums, music news etc.  The other day she features a local (or visiting) musician (in 

coordination with the morning's Listen-Up segment) 

 

The Reel:  Weekly segment with Shane Konicki, featuring preview or review of 

upcoming or now playing movie. 

 

Features in Newscasts Mon – Sunday 9:00-9:30pm 

 

Daily FactFinders: Different topics every day 

 

Consumer Alert:  Segment that warns of scams, 2-3 times a week.   

 

Roger That: Roger Cornish gives a unique take on quirky people and entertaining stories 

that get our attention. 

 

 



 

 

MAY SWEEPS IDEAS 

*Guns In Schools – Who Should Know? – FF Investigators (Schwanke/Taylor) 

Teachers at Heights High School were upset after they weren’t notified a student had a gun in 

school.  The principal decided not to alert staff but did notify parents.  He defended his decision 

saying he “didn’t want it to get leaked to the media.”  The Wichita School District does not have 

a standard policy on when/how/why they notify parents/teachers when a gun incident happens in 

school.  We KORA this information and ask why the district does not have a standard policy on 

this important information. 

 

*What To Do – How To Survive – FF Investigators (Heap/McMullen) 

No one wants to think it will happen to them.  We call in an expert to give advice on how to 

handle a shooter situation.  Should you keep quiet, should you run?  Should you tell your kids 

how to prepare or will this scare them? 

*Security At Hand  - FF Investigators (Schwanke/Gordon) 

With burglaries on the rise, we look at the growing popularity of home surveillance systems.  We 

have local video where someone is caught on camera.  We talk with a Wichita man who is 

installing a system because his neighbor’s home was broken into.  We also look at what you can 

get for your money and if it’s a good idea.  New technology includes live cams you can watch 

from your smart phone and text alerts if a motion sensor goes off.   

*Claim To Blame? – FF Investigators  (Heap/Schunn) 

There’s a scary new trend with homeowners insurance in Kansas.  Many companies are dropping 

customers who file one or two legitimate claims.  Off the record, companies say they are losing 

too much money in Kansas because of storm losses.  We find a homeowner who is frustrated 

because they’ve been dropped by their company.   All insurance companies must contribute to a 

fund that insures “the uninsurable” in Kansas.  We look at how many are now considered 

“uninsurable” and how it’s costing you money. 

*Drone Technology (Schwanke/Decker) 

Who has them, drone warfare, what are they being used for?  Schwanke knows a guy who bought 

one for his personal use and flies it around his neighborhood.  There’s also a new effort in Kansas 

to limit drone use.  Would this have a negative effect on aviation or other legitimate use? 

*Drought (5 part 6pm Series) – (Meyer/TBA) 

- Follow a hydrologist on an “inspection” of Kansas rivers and lakes.  How dry are we really? 

- Any fish, wildlife that has died off because of drought? 

- How much was does an “average” family really use?   How do you realistically conserve? 

- Water permit rules are 70 years old – how are local water districts handling permit requests 

(Reno Co. just issued 29 last year during the drought) 

-Where are the well being drilled is taking out of Cheney Lake (Wichita will run out of water 

faster) 

- Farmers around newly drilled wells worry their domestic wells will run dry 

- Local creeks drying up – we talk with a local lawmakers who says all the creeks surrounding 

him are gone 

- Look back at history with drought – Western Kansas ran out of water and what could happen in 



 

 

the Wichita area now 

- How deep do you have to drill to hit water?  It used to be 10 feet, now it’s 100 feet 

*The Fascination With The F-Word (Grawe/Gordon) 

 Yes, I mean the real f-word. Pop songs have to change it to get played on the radio (Cee Lo 

Green, Forget You), celebrities on talk and awards shows let it fly, movies, comedy acts and 

reality TV are full of it. WTF and LMFAO on email and Facebook. The word that used to be only 

used by “bad” people has become the go-to word for many.  It is used as a noun, verb, adjective, 

adverb, and about any other way it can be used. How did it become so accepted by so many? We 

could talk to teachers, bus drivers and others around young people to see if they think they are 

hearing it more and ask why people use it. Obviously would have to handle with care, but it 

would be a talker. Some polling questions could include: 

Is it offensive to you? 

Do you use it? 

Would you allow your kids to say it in front of you? 

When you hear someone use it do you have a negative reaction to them? 

Could also do on-line and facebook chat with people about their thoughts on the word. 

 

Soldiering On – The Cost To Country – FF Investigators (Wilhelm/Decker) 

Is the government trying to “write-off” soldiers with minor injuries by offering them a medical 

separation versus medical retirement?  We talk with a Wichita Kansas National Guardsman who 

is upset because the government left off two of his three documented war-related injuries in an 

effort to compensate him less.  He has all documentation to back up his claims.  We look into the 

difference between a separation and retirement and whether the government is trying to save 

money by not giving soldiers what they are due. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

CRIME 
 

4/1/13  4pm 

Wichita's municipal court is offering people with outstanding warrants a chance to resolve them without 

being arrested this week people lined up to take advantage of "amnesty week" today. Through friday-- the 

50 dollar warrant fee is also waived. The amnesty applies to municipal court warrants, only if the person 

voluntarily appears to resolve the warrants. The municipal court issues about 25 thousand warrants a year-- 

often for failure to comply with court-ordered obligations. A list of names of people with outstanding 

warrants is available on the city of wichita's website... Find that link on our web site-- kwch dot com. 

 

4/2/13  9pm 

A middle school counselor is charged with sex crimes formal charges were filed against brook dinkle 

today. Dinkle worked at the smoky valley middle school in lindsborg. She is accused of having sexual 

relations with a student under 14-years old. Investigators say the victim was a student at the school. Dinkle 

has been suspended and will not return to the district. She was hired last fall.  A preliminary hearing is 

scheduled later this month. 

 

4/3/13  7am 

A middle school counselor is charged with having sex with a student. 31-year-old brooke dinkel of salina 

was arrested last week on 10 counts of rape. Authorities say the victim was under 14. Officials from 

smokey valley middle school in lindsborg say they got a tip about an inappropriate relationship. Dinkel will 

be back in court later this month. 

 

4/4/13  4pm 

New details today... About a bank robbery and deadly shooting involving a sedgwick county sheriff's 

deputy. We now know... The bank robbery suspect.... May have shot himself. Authorities have identified 

him as.... 26-year-old horace gwyn sheriff jeff easter says... Gwyn waited in the bushes near the "credit 

union of america".... Until employees arrived at work. He forced his way in... While two women were 

entering the bank. A deputy responded when the silent alarm alerted authorities. The deputy confronted 

gwyn as he was leaving. He fired a shot at the deputy-- he gave him commands to drop the weapon... He 

had the gun positioned under his chin like he was going to commit suicide.> the deputy fired at the man-- 

and the man shot himself. A coroner who examined the body confirms.... The shot to the man's head... 

Came from his own gun. The deputy was not hurt. 

 

4/8/13  8am 

Jury deliberations continue today in the trial of a former football coach. Todd puetz (pits) is accused of 

soliciting sex from an undercover cop posing as a 15-year-old girl. He was arrested in 20-11 in a police 

sting. Puetz says he was not looking for sex from a 15 year old girl... Only a massage when he found an 

online ad put up by the police. 

 

4/9/13  4pm 

A juror is dismissed on the second day of a mcpherson college football player's trial court officials say the 

juror failed to disclose information. Alton franklin is on trial for the death of tabor football player, brandon 

brown. The judge dismissed the juror after she disclosed she was involved in a racial discrimination lawsuit 

20 years ago. Prosecutors showed the jury police video from the night brown died... And they heard 

testimony about that night from police. (Something about blood) blood was coming from his mouth and 

pooling on the ground in front of him. Co-defendant, dequinte flournoy is on the stand testifying. Flournoy 

accepted a plea deal last week in exchange for testifying against franklin. The trial is still going on. 

 

4/11/13  7am 

In the crimewatch... Wichita police are looking for leads in the case of a woman shot down in the street. 

Officers were called to 19th and volutsia around eight. The caller had heard shots and looked out the 



 

 

window. The woman had been shot in the stomach and was lying in the street as a man was running away. 

That woman was taken to a hospital... She is expected to be okay. 

 

4/12/13  8am 

New this morning.. An amber alert is issued in northeast oklahoma for an 8-month-old baby girl. 

Authorities say carolinn altaffer's parents took off with the baby before they could take her into emergency 

custody  they may be heading for kansas. Carolinn is "extremely malnourished" and requires immediate 

medical treatment. Authorities are searching for a tan 2003 chevrolet pickup with the oklahoma license 

plate of 474-hld. 

 

4/13/13  9pm 

Some people in south wichita were asked to leave their homes... While police looked for three gunmen 

police responded to a report of "shots fired" near harry and rock. No one was hurt... But police continued 

looking for the shooters. They asked residents at longfellow apartments to leave their homes while they 

searched for about half an hour.  Dispatch tells us they are still looking for the shooters. 

 

4/14/13  7am 

In the crime watch... Police are trying to figure out how a man died inside his apartment. Investigators were 

called out to the 600 block of south woodlawn...after the body was found by a friend. Police say they at this 

point they've found no clear evidence of foul play. 

 

4/15/13  8am 

Emporia police are looking for a person of interest in a weekend shooting that left two people hurt. 

Authorities say gabino ruiz ascencio (ah-sen-see-o) may be driving a white 19-91 g-m-c pick-up truck. 

Police say he should be considered armed and dangerous. 

 

4/17/13  9pm 

A man driving a ford bronco with flashing lights... May be impersonating police. Wichita police say... The 

man driving the vehicle tried to pull-over a woman. It happened in the 12-hundred block of north maize 

road... Last night when the woman refused to pull-over, the driver of the vehicle sped-up and passed her  

eyewitness news reporter sia nyorkor is live in the newsroom with the latest sia? 

 

4/18/13  7am 

In the crimewatch this morning... We're learning more about mail thefts at a northeast wichita apartment 

complex. Someone pried open the mail boxes at eagle rock village, near 37th and rock joe compton lost a 

credit card in the theft.. He says the thief spent about 14-hundred dollars at two nearby stores, before he 

was able to cancel the card. It kind of surprised me that the places that they spent the money at weren't 

more diligent about checking people's id's and things like that 1:56  police know about the theft... But ask 

residents to file additional police reports if they know something is missing. 

 

4/19/13  8am 

Boston area police are on the hunt for a suspected terrorist. They believe the man is connected to the boston 

marathon bombings. Watertown and boston is under lockdown. The brother if the bomber was shot by 

police. Both have now been identified as russians living in the u-s for about a year. An officer has also been 

shot and is currently in the hospital. 

 

4/20/13  9pm 

In the crime watch... Two men are behind bars tonight - each charged with first degree murder in the 

shooting death of a man in downtown wichita two days ago. This was the scene thursday night on the four-

hundred block of north emporia - here police found a 33-year old with several gun shot wounds. He later 

died at the hospital. Investigators believe this shooting may have been connected to another one on south 

spruce. Officers arrested the two men yesterday, and both are expected in court this week. 

 

4/21/13  7am 

A 6-year-old is in critical condition tonight after begin hit by a car. Emergency crews were called to 

southwest butler county near augusta just after five tonight. Authorities aren't releasing much information 



 

 

about the crash, but  say the child went to the hospital in critical condition. Sheriff's deputies are still 

investigating what caused the crash. 

 

4/22/13  8am 

In the crime-watch... Mail thieves target a wichita apartment complex for the second time in a week. Last 

week we told you about stolen mail at "eagle rock village" in northeast wichita. It happened again saturday. 

A woman tells police she saw two men run from the mail room police found several mailboxes had been 

broken into. No arrests have been made... If you have any information, you're asked to call crime stoppers. 

You can find that number on our website...kwch dot com. 

 

4/24/13  9pm 

A motion hearing is held in the case against brett seacat. Seacat is accused in the 2011 death of his wife and 

setting their kingman county home on fire. Today, the judge agreed to allowing limited testimony about 

seacat's past be presented at the trial. The judge is still considering a defense motion to allow possible 

disturbing autopsy photos. Seacat's trial is set for may. 

 

4/25/13  7am 

Two families make an emotional plea... To keep a convicted killer behind bars. The group spoke at a 

"parole hearing" for danny williams. The 60-year-old is serving a life sentence for killing francis ellifson 

(el-ef-son) of wichita in 19-82.  At the time, williams was on parole in idaho for the murder of another 

woman. That family came to wichita, to beg the parole board to keep williams locked up. Cindy trappen. 

The breaks he has been given to me seem unjust, his second chance came, and he threw it away he talks of 

his freedom and what he wants, well i want my mother back and that is not going to happen 19. The parole 

board will talk to williams in may before making a decision. 

 

4/26/13  8am 

We're learning new details about the boston bombing suspect. Dzohkar tsarnaev is now behind bars. He 

was moved overnight from the hospital to a prison in massachusetts. 

 

4/28/13  7am 

In the crime watch... Wichita police search for a man who robbed an adult video store at gunpoint  a clerk 

at the after dark video store on south broadway says the man walked in saturday morning wearing an 

american flag bandana around his face. He then pointed the gun at the clerk and demanded money. Police 

say the man got away with an unknown amount of cash. 

 

4/29/13  8am 

Today marks twenty years since a salina woman vanished on her way to work. Kathryn adam was known 

as the l'eggs lady because of her job as a panty-hose delivery woman. Police believe she was attacked while 

un-loading her work car... At a storage unit where she kept supplies. Officers have made no arrests. If you 

have information about what happened to kathryn... Please contact salina police. 

 

5/1/13  7am 

A wichita man is cleared of second degree murder charges. Dustin cheever was on trial for the shooting 

death of robert gammon. The jury found cheever acted in self defense. Gammon was killed last may outside 

his south wichita home. He and his son went to check on a noise in their yard. Police say gammon had a 

pellet gun with him. Cheever was there looking for a stolen motorcycle...he thought gammon's gun was real 

and fired in self defense. 

 

5/2/13  7am 

Clean-up crews spent Wednesday covering up graffiti at two wichita schools. Much of mead middle school 

was covered with spray paint and vulgar words. Someone also tagged the outside of wichita east high 

school. Police have not said if the two cases are connected. 

 

5/3/13  8am 



 

 

It will be interesting to find out what a judge will say about lindsay lohan. The actress is supposed to be in 

new york rehab facility right now. But she never checked into it thursday. Lohan was sentenced to 90 days 

in rehab as part of a deal to avoid jail last march. 

 

5/4/13  9pm 

Continuing coverage now about a story we broke last night.. The colorado man accidently shot in the 

stomach in park city has died. Police got to the home on the 16-hundred block of east gary just before nine 

last night they say a man was showing a handgun to a friend, when the gun accidentally went off. The 

victim went to the hospital, he died this morning. At this time, no charges have been filed 

 

5/5/13  7am 

A man is taken to the hospital as a code red after being stabbed by his girlfriend. That happened just before 

3 this morning in the 300 block of east 12
th

. Police are still looking for the girlfriend. 

 

5/6/13  4pm 

A winfield high school teacher is investigated for improper sexual conduct with students. Police in winfield 

say they have finished their investigation into the accusations. It's up the the cowley county attorney to 

decide if there's enough evidence to charge the teacher. The winfield superintendent says the teacher is on 

paid administrative leave while the matter is being investigated. 

 

5/7/13  9pm 

Charges are filed against 3 people in connection with the death of a former south high football player. 20-

year-old kristofer wright... 21-year-old eric jackson... And 21-year-old ebony nguyen made their frist court 

appearance today. They are accused in the murder of jordan turner. The 3 are being held on a 1-million 

dollar bond. They are scheduled back in court later this month. Turner's body was found in a field near 127-

th and pawnee last week  sheriff's deputies say he was shot and killed about a month before his body was 

found. A fourth person was also arrested in the case. She was not in court today. 

 

5/8/13  7am 

A Canadian man is expected to be sentenced today for taking a 12-year-old El Dorado girl to Michigan 

after meeting her online.  Stewart mcgill plead guilty to the charges in February. The judge is expected to 

give him eight-years as part of a plea deal. 

 

5/9/13  8am 

Burglars steal 9 thousand dollars worth of stuff from a south wichita home. The home owner says they took 

several guns, coins and expensive belt buckles. He had been collecting the belt buckles since 19-74. If you 

have any information on this case, you're asked to call the sedgwick county sheriff. 

 

5/12/13  7am 

Two escaped inmates from lansing face a dozen new charges in missouri- for crimes they committed during 

their escape. Those charges include trying to kidnap a small town mayor investigators say allen hurst and 

scott gilbert stopped their stolen car during a police chase and pointed a gun at edgerton mayor james 

snook, junior. The men ordered snook into the car, but he refused and safely ran away. Officers later 

cornered the two men inside a home in edgerton. Both men surrendered without incident a few hours later 

and are now back in custody. A third inmate who escaped - randy ridens senior, was arrested friday night in 

topeka. 

 

5/13/13  8am 

A salina man will make his first court appearance today. Joel heil (high-ul)... Is in the saline county jail on 

a first degree murder charge police say he killed 27-year-old kristin tyler. She'd been missing for a 

week...... Before authorities found her body last week near the eye-1-35 and eye-70 interchange in salina. 

Police say other arrests could be made in connection with tyler's death.  

 

5/15/13  9pm 

In our crime watch tonight... A derby man... Lost nearly 12-thousand-dollars worth of property from his 

garage it happened over the weekend. Officials say... Someone forced open an over-head garage door. The 



 

 

thieves got away with tools... Electronics, and a guitar. Officials say... The home-owner was inside at the 

time, asleep. 

 

5/16/13  7am 

Thieves drill through gas tanks to steal gas from cars. Wichita police say it's happened twice. One case was 

in the 28-hundred block of south emporia. The other case happened in the 21-hundred block of east 

maywood. A man says he saw two people drilling a hole in his car's gas tank. He scared off the thieves, but 

not before they stole some gas. 

 

5/17/13  8am 

Police are still looking for two possible gunmen involved in a drive-by shooting thursday afternoon. 

Around three...police responded toa shooting at the parking lot of a store at 13th and waco. Suspects were 

gone when police arrived. They did find a van, possibly related to the driveby, that had collided with a 

truck at 11th and waco. Schools in the area were placed on lockdown as a precaution. 

 

5/19/13  7am 

In the crime watch... A man shooting a gun in an east wichita neighborhood... Is arrested. Police were 

called to prince and audrey street around eleven saturday morning they say a man was shooting a gun into 

the air. Officers quickly arrested him. No one was hurt. 

 

5/21/13  8am 

Wichita police arrest an elementary school teacher with a gun.The principal found out a teacher had a gun 

with him or her monday. She called police... Who arrested the teacher. No threats were made and students 

were not involved in the incident. 

 

5/22/13  9pm 

Charges are filed against a salina woman in connection with crimes in los angeles county, california. 30-

year old ceciiia virhen-deleon was arrested today. Investigators say she coordinated orders for murders for 

the mexican mafia from her salina apartment. She is charged with street terrorism and conspiracy to 

commit assault with a deadly weapon. Neighbors are in disbelief. The landlady told us you're not going to 

believe it when you read it, when you find out who was living across the street.  It's unreal! Officials say 

cecilia is originally from los angeles she will be extradited back. Police say none of her alleged criminal 

activity posed to a threat to anyone locally. 

 

5/23/13  7am 

Court resumes this morning in kingman... Where a former law enforcement officer is on trial for killing his 

wife. Witness testimony will start today in brett seacat's murder case. Seacat is accused of killing his wife 

vashti in 20-11... And setting their home on fire. The jury heard opening statements wednesday. 

Prosecutors say seacat murdered his wife two weeks after she filed for divorce. Defense attorneys say, 

vashti seacat started the fire and then shot herself you can watch the trial live on our website k-w-c-h dot 

com. 

 

5/24/13  8am 

Continuing the crimewatch. Four children are taken into protective custody after police call their home 

unlivable. The kids range in age from two to 11. Rotting food, trash and dirty diapers were just a few of the 

things police found in the house. The parents are in jail on four counts of child endangerment. 

 

5/26/13  7am 

A newborn baby's body found in a wichita trash bin 4 months ago... And still no answers. Wichita police 

are waiting for more test results before presenting the case to the district attorney's office. Then we'll find 

out *if* charges will be filed. The newborn baby girl was found on january 16th... An autopsy couldn't 

determine whether she was born alive... And if so... What caused her death.      Police say the 17-year-old 

mother told them the baby was stillborn. 

 

5/29/13  9pm 



 

 

Continuing coverage on an investigation of a rape case involving a former wichita state basketball player 

the wichita police department has handed the case over to the district attorneys office. The d-a will now 

decide if there is enough evidence to file charges. The investigation began last month. That's when a 20-

year old woman reported waking up in the middle of being rapped. Police have not released the names of 

the suspect or victim. They do say, he was a player on last year's final four team, but has run out of 

eligibility to play. 

 

5/30/13  7am 

The latest now on a story we've been following since january. There will be no charges filed in the death of 

a newborn baby found in a dumpster in east wichita the mother told police the baby was still-born and then 

she put it in the trash. The district attorney's office says if new information develops, charges could be filed 

in the future. 

 

5/31/13  8am 

Police have not found a man they say jumped into the little arkansas river. The man was pulled over for a 

traffic stop west of central and waco around 10-30 last night. Police say he abandoned his car and ran 

through the parking lot of an apartment complex. That's where police say he jumped into the river. Officers 

say they could see the man bobbing in the river until he got under the nims street bridge. That's where they 

lost track of him. Police searched for the man for two hours before calling off the search around 12-30. 

 

6/3/13  8am 

Court set to begin in just about 20 minutes in kingman prosecutors are getting closer to ending their case 

against brett seacat. They could rest by friday.. Seacat is accused of killing his wife, vashti... Then burning 

their home with her inside. The prosecution will call more witnesses to testify this week when they're done, 

the defense will start. Seacat's attorneys say he will take the stand. You can watch the trial live our our 

website dot com.  Court begins at 8-30. That's when our live stream begins. Watch it at kwch dot com slash 

seacat. 

 

6/5/13  9pm 

The sedgwick county sheriff's office is looking for the person who stole more than a thousand dollars in 

gas. Officials say, someone cut the fence at the public works facility on south webb road. They then stole 

about 275 gallons of gas. Damage at the facility is estimated at 385-dollars. The gas was valued at more 

than 1-thousand dollars. 

 

6/6/13  7am 

Also new this morning... Another herd of cattle has gone missing in kansas. The garden city telegram 

reports 31 cows were stolen sunday morning from the hamilton county auction market pens. In the last 

month, at least five cases have been reported to a law enforcement network that deals with these sort of 

cases. Around 10 cases have been reported since january. 

 

6/7/13  8am 

Brett seacat takes the the stand in his own defense. Seacat is accused in the death of his wife... Vashti. 

While on the stand yesterday... Seacat talked about his possible divorce. Seacat will be back on the stand 

today. He's expected to talk about the night his house caught on fire... And his interview with investigators. 

You can watch it live on our website, k-w-c-h dot com slash seacat. 

 

6/9/13  7am 

In the crime watch. Police find a robbery suspect after he leaves his **address at the crime scene officers 

say the man walked into the spangles on *east harry* saturday morning. He handed a worker a note 

demanding money and told employees he had a weapon. However... The robber got nervous and ran off 

before he could get any money. When police arrived, they realized the robber's note was written on a 

"blank check re-order form." it just so happened the paper had the suspects name and address on it. Police 

went to his house.. And arrested him. 

 

6/11/13  8am 



 

 

We're following a developing story in east wichita this morning... Police are interviewing wtnesses to an 

overnight shooting. Two people were hit by bullets. It happened around 2-15 this morning in the 17-

hundred block of north spruce. An 18-year-old woman and a 22-year-old man showed up at the hospital 

with gunshot wounds. Police say they will survive.   We don't know what led to the shooting.  No one has 

been arrested. 

 

6/12/13  9pm 

Federal investigators searched a home in andover. The home is near 21-st and 159-th street east. It is not 

clear what they were looking for... But neighbors say... Officers involved were with the a-t-f and d-e-a. 

They say... They have been investigating the people living in the home for months. The u-s attorney's office 

is handling the case and says... A warrant was served at the home. 

 

6/13/13  7am 

New this morning from north wichita... A child is shot in the back while sleeping in bed. The 4-year-old 

boy is in the hospital in critical condition. The shooting happened just before three o'clock this morning in 

the 200 block of east 20th. We don't yet know what led up to the shooting. Five shots were fired outside the 

home... One bullet came through the window and hot the boy. You can expect us to bring you the newest 

updates throughout the morning. 

 

6/18/13  8am 

Police are looking for a man who ran over a coworker with a forklift early this morning in south wichita. It 

happened in the 1600 block of south ida. The suspect got angry at his coworker and ran him over...he was 

taken to the hospital. 

 

6/20/13  7am 

In the crime watch. Authorities in reno county are asking for your help after five guns are stolen one is 

valued at three thousand dollars. The guns were taken from a storage shed along north rayl road. This is a 

photograph of the same type of rifle that was stolen. If you have any information you're asked to call the 

reno county sheriff's office. 

 

6/21/13  8am 

Breaking news this morning... An arrest warrant has been issued for new england patriots tight end aaron 

hernandez. That's according to w-b-z...our cbs affiliate in boston. Hernandez has been the focus of a 

homicide investigation all week. Police say 27-year-old acquaintance of hernandez was found dead near his 

home. Investigators have been looking into a rental car and searching hernandez's home. 

 

6/23/13  7am 

A mother is arrested after leaving her newborn baby in a wichita walmart. Authorities say the 26-year-old 

was shoplifting from the store. Walmart security told police they saw her place the baby in his carrier on 

the ground and continue wandering around the store. She then left... **without her child. Officers were 

waiting for her in the parking lot... And arrested her for child abandonment 

 

6/24/13  8am 

A man is in serious condition after he's shot sunday evening. Police were called to the area of 21st and 

amidon. When they arrived they found the victim with a gunshot to the leg. Several people inside a 

restaurant saw some type of panic and vehicles taking off... But no one actually witnessed the shooting. If 

you have any information you're asked to call 911. 

 

6/26/13  7am 

A judge says these three will stand trial in the death of a former south high football player. The body of 

jordan turner was found in a field last month. The judge ruled there is enough evidence against ebony (win) 

ngyuyen and kristofer wright. Both (win) nguyen and wright were in court for the preliminary hearing. Eric 

jackson waived his right for the hearing and his trial will begin in august. All are charged with first degree 

murder. 

 

6/27/13  8am 



 

 

New now.. A man is shot in the head...but is okay this morning. Police say the 19-year-old got into a fight 

in the 1100 block of north madison shortly after midnight. That's just north of 9th street between i-135 and 

grove. Police found him a street over on ash. Police say the man is now out of the hospital. The shooter is 

still on the loose. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

COMMUNITY 
 

4/1/13  4pm 

Wichita state fans are getting their tickets and making travel plans to watch the shockers in the final four. 

Noon/wsu tickets. "it's a once in a generation experience i think, and seeing w-s-u get this far is exciting" at 

around 3 pm... There were still about 500 tickets still available.  Shocker fans have been buying up "final 

four" merchandise since the team's big win over ohio state saturday. At the w-s-u bookstore... Shocker 

merchandise is flying off the shelves even faster than in previous weeks. Noon/wsu t-shirts. "a lot of 

people, they'll come in, they'll buy like the elite eight shirt, and they're like, hey you got the final four shirts 

now, yeah, and a lot of people when they came in they were even like 'we're going to wait and see how they 

do, this shirt might not be valid in a couple of days' (laughing)" the shockers play in atlanta saturday. 

 

4/2/13  9pm 

Wichita state is on the cover of "sports illustrated." it's just one of two "final four" magazine covers the 

headline reads.. "shock the world." the second regional cover features... The louisville cardinals. It shows 

the team gathered around teammate, kevin ware, who broke his leg sunday. Ware reportedly called his 

mom before surgery... To tell her he was o-k. 

 

4/3/13  7am 

Shock the world. That's what wichita state did last saturday earning a spot in the final four.and this week 

the team is on the cover of sports illustrated. This is one of three regional covers for the magazine. The 

issue also features an article about the shockers' run to the final four. 

 

4/4/13  4pm 

Wichita mayor carl brewer... And the mayor of louisville... Have a friendly bet on saturday's game. They 

agreed on the wager over the phone today. If louisville wins... They'll get a case of kansas steaks from 

cargill meats, about a 500-dollar value. Mayor brewer is even throwing in a case of his "brewer's best" 

barbecue sauce if wichita state wins-- we'll get a "famous bourbons gift basket".... From louisville. Here's a 

look at what's in it. It has about 500-dollars worth of bourbons... Made in the louisville region. It also 

includes hats, t-shirts, and glasses from the city's "bourbon trail." 

 

4/5/13  8am 

Tip-off between the cardinals and shockers... Is saturday around 5-oh-9.the game can be seen on k-w-c-h 

channel 12. And... Don't forget about our special half-hour show... "march to atlanta." it will air tonight at 

6-30 on k-w-c-h channel 12... And again at 9-35 right here on the k-s-c-w. 

 

4/7/13  7am 

And we're still sorting through all the messages left on our facebook page for the shockers.... Doug says, 

"way to go shox you came from nowhere and showed the cards how to really play ball. Too bad the refs 

werent on the same level." and nick is nothing but thankful, saying "what a great run! Thanks shox for the 

most fun ncaa tournament of my life!" verna praises the team's work ethic, saying "awesome season 

shockers!!! You made louisville work for it!!!! Awesome year, awesome attitude and awesome 

teamwork!!" if you would like to leave a message for the shockers on our page... Just like us on 

facebook...and post your thoughts there. We're k-w-c-h 12 eyewitness news. 

 

4/8/13  8am 

Gregg marshall thanks the fans. Sunday he took out a full page in in the wichita eagle. It reads...thank you 

shocker faithful. At the bottom of the page marshall writes about the future with the quote, "we keep 

marching." 

 

4/10/13  9pm 

The quick exit from the n--c--double a tournament overshadowed the good that bruce weber did in his first 

season with the wildcats... Mainly just wining the big 12 title...  The school rewarded him with a contract 

extension today... A one year add on to his contract he signed just this past summer...  Weber will b the 



 

 

head coach thru twenty --- eighteen... He will get a two hundred and fifty thousand dollar raise to his 

current salary... Boosting him up to one point seven five million a year... 

 

4/12/13  8am 

And that pitch led to a big brawl between dodgers pitcher zach greinke (green-kee)... And padres slugger 

carlos quentin. Players from both teams swarmed the field to try and break it up. The two had a hard time 

walking away. Greinke now has a broken collarbone. The game went on.. With the dodgers beating the 

padres 3 to 2. 

 

4/13/13  9pm 

There was another birthday today! The lionel d. Alford library branch celebrates its ten year anniversary 

today. Dozens turned out for the event in south wichita.  There were presentations from the building's 

architect and meetings on how community members can get more involved. Library officials say they've 

looking forward to the future.i think it will just get better and better. People are still making great use of 

libraries in wichita. They are really making this a popular space in southwest wichita just kind of a 

destination for folks.  Alford library is named after lionel d. Alford... And aviation pioneer from kansas. His 

son spoke at today's event... He says the library makes his family very proud. 

 

4/14/13  7am 

Downtown wichita got a fresh look saturday. The city hosted a "downtown clean up day". City council 

members along with volunteers cleaned up the area. They painted curbs, picked up trash and helped 

landscape nearby parks organizers say the event was a success. With downtown, everyone has some 

ownership in that. And it's great to see young people, old, people from all walks come down and volunteer 

every year. This is the third year the city has hosted a downtown clean up. About 150 people helped out 

this year. 

 

4/15/13  8am 

Shocker fans will be in full force at koch arena tonight. They'll be there for the "final four shocker 

celebration."  the doors will open at 5-30... And awards will begin at 6-30. We'll carry it live here on k-s-c-

w and online at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

4/18/13  7am 

Wichita city leaders say the results of a new community survey surprised them. The survey went out to 25-

thousand people in january. Early numbers show a strong preference to spend money on areas including 

new water resources... Fighting homelessness... Improving public transportation, and expanding passenger 

rail service. Mayor carl brewer says, this is just the beginning. "we're going to be going back out to the 

communities and saying, this is what the survey said, these are the things you told us what you want to see, 

now let's start defining it and really honing down" Wichita state did the survey... Which cost 65-thousand 

dollars. Sedgwick county commissioner karl peterjohn calls the survey flawed... The professor who 

designed it says, it is accurate. See more results from the survey by clicking on "check it out" at k-w-c-h dot 

com. 

 

4/19/13  8am 

The search continues for more victims of Wednesday's explosion in the town of West, Texas 150 houses 

checked. 12 confirmed dead.. A vigil was held last night. 

 

4/20/13  9pm 

The weather wasn't too warm today, but that didn't stop dozens from taking part in a "washer tournament" 

for a good cause. The money raised at this event will help the children of vashti seacat... She died in a 

house fire in kingman two years ago her husband brett seacat is charged with her murder.  Vashti's cousin, 

sarah may, started this event and was overwhelmed by the turn out. Some of my neigbhors are here. We've 

got people from argonia...from each community that vashti had ever been a part of. Brett seacatt's murder 

trial is set to begin may 20th. 

 

4/21/13  7am 



 

 

The ar-kansas river is looking a lot cleaner now thanks to some helping hands. Dozens of people put on 

gloves, and carried around trash bags - to pick up garbage along the river banks. This is the annual great ar-

kansas river trash round up. Volunteers met outside lawrence dumont stadium and were bussed to various 

areas of the river. Organizers say this is a great way to keep the river clean. This stretch of the river looks 

pretty good which is refreshing. We're continuing up the river so it's great exercise at the same time. Every 

volunteer got a free t-shirt and some snacks for helping out. 

 

4/22/13  8am 

They were few flight delays Sunday. But los angeles international had some problems. L-A-X says staffing 

issues are to blame for three hour delays. Florida also saw delays, because of thunderstorms. It's been easy 

going for flights leaving wichita's mid continent airport. Only one flight was delayed earlier this morning. 

We'll be watching flights throughout the morning, and will let you know of any delays. 

 

4/24/13  9pm 

And don't forget the chiefs get the very first pick in the draft thursday... All signs point a a very  non sexy 

but incredible useful offensive tackle pickup... We wil have the results for you tomorrow on eyewitness 

sports...  Big 12 golf getting in the final rouind today at prairie dunes in hutch...  Texas the team to beat 

after the first two rounds... Cody gribble taking sole third place with a final round of 72... Nice par save on 

the 5th...  K---state made a charge to get back into the top half of the field... Curtis yonke in the hunt... 

Great approach shot on 16... Missed his birdie putt... Finished in the top 10...  Senior chris gilbert of kansas 

is the low jayhawk on the board... Great birdie putt on 16... He finished 8 over for the tournament... K---

state finishing 5th... K---u 8th.... Texas winning the title... Full results at k--w--c--h dot com 

 

4/26/13  8am 

Thanks for joining us here on k-s-c-w. I'm here with patty armstrong from the junior league of wichita. 

She's going to tell us about their new "kitchen tour" event. Good morning, patty. 

 

4/28/13  7am 

Some other kansans took to the streets in benton - for the benton day parade. I was there to pass out candy 

and t-shirts to the kids. Even though the weather was a little chilly, it was a great turnout. The event is held 

on the last saturday of every april. 

 

5/1/13  7am 

A wichita fundraising event comes to an end. Art aid raises money for people living with h-i-v and aids the 

annual show features a runway show, silent and live auctions. Organizers say it's too much work... From 

the year long planning to constant demands and pressure. The founders say they'll look for other ways to 

raise money for h-i-v and aids. 

 

5/3/13  8am 

Thank you for watching eyewitness news this morning. I'm here with lon smith from the kansas aviation 

museum. He's going to tell us about their event this weekend... Good morning, lon. 

 

5/4/13  9pm 

Today's wet and cold weather put a damper on a cinco de mayo celebration in wichita instead, the 

celebration in northwest wichita will happen tomorrow at two, at the nomar market place near 13th and 

broadway. This event is sponsored by our sister station univision kansas - and festivities will last until 11 at 

night. 

 

5/5/13  7am 

Six years ago a tornado demolished the town of greensburg the e-f-5 tornado nearly leveled the small town 

on may 4th of 2007.13 people lost their lives in the devastating storm, but many lives were saved that night 

because many in greensburg got into their shelters before the tornado hit. Since then, the town has worked 

hard to rebuild as a "green" town aimed at saving energy. 

 

5/7/13  9pm 



 

 

Not all guests are welcomed at the "harvey county west park." park manager shannon g. Metz says... The 

drought has encouraged "pocket gophers" to dig more. Several months ago, the park was covered with their 

mounds of dirt metz estimated the 310-acre park had 300 to 400 pocket gophers. But thanks to dragging a 

harrow... That knocks-down the mounds of dirt and encourages the gophers to move-on... Metz says the 

population has been cut by more than half."if you're a gardner or a farmer or if you're very very particular 

about your golf course or yard, than yes, people see them as a nuisance." metz says... The pocket gophers 

are harmless. But they can tear-up gardens, golf courses, and they love alfalfa fields. 

 

5/8/13  7am 

Have you ever wonder who takes care of all the plants and flowers at the sedgwick county courthouse? 

You're looking at them. The "sedgwick county master gardeners group" has free reign of the courthouse 

area  the labor is free... The city just pays for the plants, mulch and other items like that. The group does the 

same thing at the extension office. They say it's a labor of love. "we love working together and we're just 

all a bunch of old broads plus my husband and we just have a good time doing it.” The group says they 

wouldn't mind a little rain or hail today. 

 

5/9/13  8am 

Country super star toby keith is known for his patriotism. And he's bringing it to the kansas state fair this 

year with help from a hutchinson man.  2-thousand free concert tickets will be given out to u-s 

servicemembers from kansas. Denny stoekline says keith is the fair's largest financial commitment ever... 

And he will help celebrate the fair's 100th year."there's probably no bigger patriot than toby keith and he 

loved the connection to the military. He said he wanted to do whatever he could to help make it happen." 

there will still be nearly 8,000 seats left for those who want to go to the concert and are not in the military. 

Tickets go on sale this saturday morning at eight o'clock. 

 

5/15/13  9pm 

More than *half* of the "kansas national guard" work-force... Will lose 20-percent of its income this year 

u-s secretary of defense chuck hagel says he's moving forward with federal furloughs to balance the 

national military budget. That means - 11-hundred national guardsmen in kansas must take eleven unpaid 

days off.  A derby family is now scrambling to find ways to cut back. "it's a little stressful because you 

know, you have a budget and we have a daughter that's going to be a senior next year and we plan to pay 

for her college monthly. So that kind of puts a wrench in things over the summer." the furloughs start in 

july and go through september. 

 

5/16/13  7am 

Westar energy restores power to more than 500 people. That's after about 760 people in downtown wichita 

were without power this morning. Westar energy doesn't what caused it this morning.crews are working 

right now to fix the problem. 

 

5/17/13  8am 

Many of you have been talking about this story on facebook and twitter. We asked...why are more people 

dropping the f-bomb? Kylene says " it needs to be taboo like it used to be...when conversations were g-

rated. To me, it just demonstrates laziness in finding a more appropriate word to express emotions." jake 

says "is this really an issue? It's a word. Kids are starving all over the world and we are going to complain 

about a word." and linda says "you can say whatever you want this is america. I just dont want it on t-v. 

Simple as that." also at our website kwch dot com you can see where kansas ranks nationwide on swear 

words. You can also see more results from our exclusive factfinder 12 surveys. 

 

5/19/13  7am 

It's a competition that dates back to historical wichita. Pitting the east... Against the west. The annual 

victory in the valley fund 5-k was yesterday. People ran and walked to help raise money for cancer 

research. How can you not support it? It's survivors, it's a support group for one of the most vicous deseases 

we've ever seen. > victory in the valley is a local cancer support group.  All of the money raised saturday 

will go to help kansans fighting the deadly disease. 

 

5/21/13  8am 



 

 

A popular cowley college teacher is in critical condition at wesley. Scott mclaughlin underwent several 

hours of surgery... After suffering severe head injuries from a yard work accident. The theatre director was 

working on some trees around five o'clock sunday. That's when a tree limb hit him. A college spokesman 

says mclaughlin had surgery to help remove a blood clot from his brain. Meanwhile, his students are 

hoping he'll make a fast recovery.  

 

5/22/13  9pm 

"Mcconnell air force base".... Will become the main operating site for the military's new re-fueling tankers. 

The air force made the announcement today. The new "k-c 46-a"... Will replace the base's aging "k-c one-

35's." mcconnell air force base will be home to 36 of the new tankers starting in 20-16. Mcconnell will also 

receive nearly 200-million-dollars in federal funding to spend on upgrades as part of the deal. 

 

5/23/13  7am 

Several organizations are offering donation drives to benefit moore. There's one this morning from seven to 

nine. "stuff the truck two"... Will be at st. Thomas aquinas at 1321 n. Strafford.      The school is asking for 

school supplies, power bars, flash lights, batteries, trash bags and toiletries those wanting to donate gently 

used clothes for the cause may do so... Staring tomorrow. We've partnered with goodwill for a two-day 

donation drive. Friday and saturday, all goodwill stores in our viewing area will take your gently used 

clothing and house hold good donations. Eyewitness news and goodwill will make a cash donation up to 

$20,000 to help those in oklahoma. Monetary donations will go to "oklahoma strong" -- a relief fund set up 

by the oklahoma governor. 

 

5/24/13  8am 

Being a celebrity can be hard... So many interviews... It can be tiring. And a-list actor morgan freeman 

proves it. He fell asleep in during a satellite interview with a seattle t-v station. He and co-star michael 

caine were promoting their latest movie  "now you see me." the 75-year-old dozed off while caine talked 

away. Freeman did chime in later in the interview when asked a question about his career. 

 

5/26/13  7am 

A 3-year-old boy is in critical condition after a television falls on him. Emergency crews were called to the 

22 hundred block of north waco around four o'clock saturday. Family members told police- kids were 

playing video games when a television fell on the three-year-old,  he was taken to the hospital in critical 

condition. 

 

5/29/13  9pm 

Funeral services will be held friday for travis webb. The haysville 14-year-old.... Drowned over memorial 

day weekend. He was with his friends at "wellington city lake." that's when he waded out too far... And 

went under. Webb had just finished eighth grade at "clearwater middle school." 

 

5/30/13  7am 

A college basketball player in kansas... Comes out as "openly gay." jallen (jay'-lihn) messersmith... Is 

believed to be the first openly gay player in u-s men's college basketball. The 6-foot 7 forward plays for 

"benedictine college" in atchison. It's a small n-a-i-a school. Messersmith will be a junior next season. He 

says... He told his teammates about his sexual orientation last summer. He said... He wanted to come-out 

with the hope it helps other athletes feel comfortable about who they are. 

 

5/31/13  8am 

The 20-13 wichita river festival starts today. Be sure to join in the fun with the sundown parade, the 

twilight pops concert and fireworks tonight. Later in the festival...there will be new events including a 

beach party. 300 tons of sand will be trucked into kennedy plaza! Wichita festivals expects 350-thousand 

people to take part in riverfest...      But you need a button to get in. Go to k-w-c-h dot com for the complete 

riverfest schedule... And see where you can get a button. 

 

6/2/13  7am 

The weather could not have been better for the wichita river festival's 38-th annual "river run." a couple 

thousand runners... Had some healthy fun with some big competition.  Races included a 10-k. But it wasn't 



 

 

all serious... Even the little ones joined in for the "tot trot".  And many made it a family affair for the ymca 

two-mile family walk. That's the real rewarding part of doing this, watching those people head out. Then 

watching for almost an hour we'll have people come across this finish line, just in streams of people. For a 

lot of them it'll be a really important day, they've accomplished a big goal, it's really fun to watch. River-

fest continues through next saturday.  Later today... Our own merril teller will be at the learjet throwback 

day.  You can watch the celebrity egg toss and compete in a hula-hoop contest. 

 

6/3/13  8am 

Today we learn more about southwest airline's flight plans to other destinations. The airline's first flights 

from wichita mid-continent airport began sunday. Flights came in from dallas, las vegas and chicago 

sunday. Hundreds waited in line, tickets, carry-ons and pillows in hand. Frequent fliers say southwest is 

known for it's cheaper fares southwest's initial schedule will include two daily flights to chicago, two 

flights to dallas and one flight to las vegas. 

 

6/6/13  7am 

We noticed the water coming up out of the ground one day, it's just sort of pooling in massive amounts and 

then as it runs down the street...it falls into the storm drain, i mean you can't ignore what's happening. And 

when it went into day 2 and day 3, our concerns just started growing. Water gushes from the ground for at 

least a week in an eastborough neighborhood. All this while the city of wichita was considering 

unprecedented water use penalties. 8th grader william rowley brought the story to eyewitness news. He 

says it seems like a waste. Sot verbatim: we're just wasting water. We need water and we're just wasting it, 

we've got to pay more and i don't think anyone wants to do that. Eyewitness news spoke with wichita's 

assistant public works director. He says the city hasn't fixed the leak because the pipe is scheduled to be 

replaced beginning next week. The city will meet today to re-evaluate the decision to delay fixing the leak. 

 

6/7/13  8am 

Justin bieber is headed out of this world....seriously! According to richard branson...the popstar and his 

manager will take a future flight with branson's virgin galactic. There's no word on when bieber will suit up 

and take off. 

 

6/9/13  7am 

K-w-c-h turns 60 this year and we're celebrating with you. Cindy klose was in salina for the annual smoky 

hills river festival yesterday. The festival is revolves around arta... Arts and crafts, fine arts, and arts for 

kids. "my favorite part is seeing all of the art because they're all unique and everything so some of them are 

really cool so like you can just see how different they are and see how good people are with art" to see a 

complete schedule of the events we're attending, head over to our website k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

6/12/13  9pm 

Plans are under way to tear down the home of brett seacat. Seacat was convicted in the shooting death of 

his wife vashti tuesday. In 2011, he shot and killed his wife then set their kingman home on fire to cover-up 

the crime. This is what the home looks like now. The mayor of kingman says he's submitting construction 

bids to the city commission thursday. Once a bid is approve, the home will be torn down. Burel nicks junior 

every day there is anywhere from five to twenty people taking pictures a day, if i had a dollar for every 

picture, I wouldn't have to mow lawns a bank in kansas city took over ownership of the home when brett 

seacat didn't keep up with the mortgage. The bank will have to sell the lot before someone can build on it. 

 

6/13/13  7am 
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the crime. This is what the home looks like now. The mayor of kingman says he's submitting construction 
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every day there is anywhere from five to twenty people taking pictures a day, if i had a dollar for every 

picture, I wouldn't have to mow lawns a bank in kansas city took over ownership of the home when brett 

seacat didn't keep up with the mortgage. The bank will have to sell the lot before someone can build on it. 

 

6/14/13  8am 



 

 

And the rockets red glare... The bombs bursting in the air.... a mexican-american boy returns for an encore 

performance in his famous mariachi suit. San antonio native sebastien de la cruz sang the national anthem 

before game four of the nba finals. The 11-year-old had a huge standing ovation last night. He sang the 

anthem tuesday night... And set off a barrage of racist tweets. His friends, though... Well.. "they got his 

back." and they say man, dude, you did good. I don't know why they were putting those things on twitter. 

And they said that's not appropriate. I'm going to tell the bus driver. San antonio head coach greg popovich 

says the comments on twitter were bigoted. He calls de la cruz "a class act." 

 

6/16/13  7am 

An oaklawn gentleman's club catches fire. Crews were called to teddy bares on south clifton saturday 

afternoon. They say the bar area was on fire. The business was closed at the time, and no one was inside. 

Crews put the fire out quickly.  

 

6/18/13  8am 

The shockers  have a new baseball coach  for the first time in 36 years. Todd butler was introduced to 

shocker fans monday.  Coach said he knows this program has tradition... He knows he's got the support... 

And looking at the banner for the 89 national championship has him believing this program can get there 

again... There are just a few steps to the process starting with recruiting. 

 

6/19/13  9pm 

Efforts to get new snow removal equipment for the airport hits a road block in pratt. A federal grant to pay 

for the equipment requires at least 60-percent of it be american made. The manager at pratt regional airport 

says, his staff can't find a truck meeting that requirement. Even vehicles made by american companies have 

many parts made in other countries. The f-a-a's made-in-america requirement is not new. However, it's 

becoming a bigger challenge. The pratt airport continues to use it's old equipment... Until the issue gets 

worked out with the f-a-a. Cost of the new truck and snow plow is estimated at more than 100-thousand 

dollars. 

 

6/20/13  7am 

Buy american...or get your money for new equipment somewhere else. That's what the federal government 

tells airports applying for improvement grants. But as jim grawe shows us....that's easier said than done. 

Kansas is the "aviation state," and also a state with every kind of weather.so, in the winter runways have to 

be cleared of snow  the equipment used to do that here at pratt regional airport is showing some serious 

signs of wear, but plans to get a new plow and truck have stalled.  That's because the airport must get 

equipment that's at least 60 percent american-made.   It's what the faa grant requires that the airport 

authority is relying on. Even though the brands may be american, the airport manager says many of the 

components in the equipment now are foreign-made.  That wasn't the case back when this old stuff was 

built--but times have changed an faa spokeswoman tells me she's never heard of this kind of problem in 

finding american-made snow removal equipment.  But the agency will work with the airport authority to try 

to come up with a solution. In the meantime, this old equipment may have to last another winter clearing 

the runways here at pratt regional airport. In pratt, jim grawe eyewitness news! 

 

6/21/13  8am 

A search for three missing topeka children is over. Police say they are safe. The siblings were last seen 

wednesday night. They were found along a trail in a park last ngiht just a few miles from their home. 

Throughout the search police said they did not suspect foul play. 

 

6/23/13  7am 

In wichita... A man is in critical condition after falling off a horse. Emergency crews were called to the 97-

hundred block of north west street around 8 last night. They found a man with head injuries from falling off 

his horse. He was taken to the hospital. Police are still looking into what led up to the fall. 

 

6/30/13  7am 

k-w-c-h turns 60 this year, and we're out celebrating with you. Saturday we hosted a family fun day to mark 

the milestone. We spent some time with you at museums and zoos across the state. Some of you came out 

and said hello to me at cowtown... A lot of large families taking advantage of cheaper tickets! You can see 



 

 

a photo gallery of all of today's events on fetchtoto-dot-com thanks to everyone who celebrated our 60th 

with us! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

ECONOMY 
 

4/2/13  9pm 

Welfare recipients could soon be required to pass a drug test to get their benefits The bill also includes 

those who receive unemployment benefits. Both the house and senate approved the measure It now waits 

for governor sam brownback's signature. It was sent to his desk today. The bill would require those who 

test positive for drugs undergo drug treatment and job training. 

 

4/7/13  7am 

Big games... Like the final four... Often mean big money for t-v networks. Factfinder 12 looks at the cost of 

advertising in the final four. A 30-second spot during the last two rounds of the tournament... Costs about 

1-point-2-million dollars. That same commercial would cost about 4-hundred-40-thousand-dollars... If it 

aired during baseball's world series and... About 1-point-7-million dollars during the academy awards 

however, the cost is nothing compared to the superbowl. C-b-s charged 3-point-8-million dollars for 30-

seconds of air time this year. 

 

4/10/13  9pm 

About 80 jobs will leave kansas that's because this summer, alco will move its central office from abilene... 

To texas. The company operates more than 200 stores. 25 of those are in kansas. The company says, 

moving will help it become more competitive. 140 people work at the abilene headquarters. 40 will move 

to texas... While 10 to 20 will move to the abilene distribution center, which is *not* closing. 

 

4/11/13  7am 

A business based in kansas for more than a century is moving to texas. Now, "alco" is moving its corporate 

headquarters from abilene, kansas to dallas. The company's small retail stores won't be affected. Alco says 

about 80 people will lose their jobs in the transition. 

 

4/12/13  8am 

Next month... We may find-out if the new "air force re-fueling tankers".... Will be based in wichita. Last 

night.... Many gathered to support the project. Wichitans met with air force representatives... At this public 

meeting.this was a chance for people to ask questions and offer comments... About the prospects of landing 

the new tanker fleet at mcconnell. Supporters say... Hundreds of jobs are at stake for the community. 

Wichita has been home to the the current fleet of kc-135 tankers for decades. It's very crucial.  You cannot 

do the job the u.s.military without having a refueling capability. The people have stepped up tonight.  We 

have state officials, local officials county officials and just community people who really care about 

mcconnell being in wichita, kansas. The other bases in the running are in.... Oklahoma, north dakota and 

washington state. If mcconnell doesn't become home to the tanker fleet of 36.... It could be selected as the 

main training site for the tankers. But that would support just eight of the planes....and fewer jobs. 

 

4/15/13  8am 

You have until midnight to fil your federal income taxes. The deadline is midnight tonight. But be aware 

most post offices close at 5. So after that you'll have to e-file to beat the clock. If you've got them ready... 

Drop them off at the post office now. 

 

4/26/13  8am 

If you're heading to the movies this weekend, you might want to check out a romantic comedy with an all-

star cast led by robert de niro. Or a critically acclaimed drama starring matthew mcconaughey. Carl azuz 

has a preview. 

 

4/28/13  7am 

Boeing's 7-87 dream-liner is back in the sky... Ethipoian airlines is the first to resume commercial flights 

with the dreamliner. The jets were grounded three months ago due to over-heating batteries.      The flight 

landed without incident and passengers gave the crew a round of applause. United airlines is the only u-s 

carrier using the dream-liner,  it plans to resume commercial flights may 31st. 

 



 

 

5/1/13  7am 

All boeing 7-87 dream-liners should be back in the air by june 5. The 7-87 had been grounded for more 

than three months... After a problem with the plane's battery system that caused the battery to catch fire. 

Ethiopian airlines began flying the dream liner yesterday. 

 

5/3/13  8am 

Some dogs dig in the dirt to make a living. As nicole comstock shows us, a truffle hunter's helper found a 

tasty treat that's going to fetch a bunch of cash. 

 

5/16/13  7am 

"We've already warned our daughters, don't ask for a lot of extra spending this summer." > kansas military 

families brace for pay cuts. U-s secretary of defense chuck hagel says he's moving forward with federal 

furloughs. Eyewitness news reporter lauren seabrook tells us how it will affect a national guard family in 

derby. This front porch flag not only represents america ... But the hardworking family who lives inside. 

"my husband loves serving his country. He's very patriotic. He loves everything about the united states." 

tina sorensen's husband works fulltime as a kansas national guardsman. But that work will soon reduce to 

four days a week because the national military can't afford pay anymore than that."he might have every 

friday off, which it's kind of nice for us to have him home during the summer. But then of course, that's a 

major cut." eleven work days will be furloughed for more than 11-hundred kansans - equalling a 20 percent 

pay cut. "it's a little stressful because you know, you have a budget and we have a daughter that's going to 

be a senior next year and we plan to pay for her college monthly. So that kind of puts a wrench in things 

over the summer." tina - a school teacher- says this family of service knows the pain of pay cuts all too 

well. We try to laugh about it, but we're thankful we both still have our jobs." kansas adjutant general lee 

tafanelli says the cuts will mostly affect federal technicians and some federal civilians. "there's a lot of 

resources out on the base for families that are struggling and if it becomes difficult for them, they can 

contact their key support spouses or someone on the base that will help them. So there will be help 

available." 

 

5/17/13  8am 

The kansas unemployment rate is down... The state's labor department april unemployment claims fell to 

5.3 percent that's the lowest level since 2008. Private sector jobs increased by 11-thousand and....non-farm 

jobs were up more than 10-thousand. 

 

5/24/13  8am 

Lay-offs and early retirements begin at cessna. Last month... We told you the company announced it would 

offer "early retirement" to 180 workers and proceed with lay-offs. The company says... The goal is to align 

its work-force with this year's production forecast. A spokesperson for cessna would not confirm the 

number of lay-offs. 

 

6/5/13  9pm 

Via christi is cutting 360 positions 230 of those... Are full or part-time positions. The rest are jobs that 

won't be filled. More than 75-percent of the positions are in wichita. Nearly half are management, 

administrative, or support staff. 

 

6/6/13  7am 

We're learning more about job cuts at via christi health. More than 200 employees will be losing their jobs. 

This comes as the company looks to reduce its workforce. Nearly 80 percent of the position reductions will 

be made in wichita. Almost half of the positions are management, administrative or support roles. 

 

6/7/13  8am 

The latest jobs report just came down. Businesses added 175,000 jobs in may. However, the labor 

department says the unemployment rate rose a tenth of a point to 7.6 percent. The government says that's 

because more people have started looking for work again. 

 

6/14/13  8am 



 

 

The "m" returns to m-t-v. Parent company viacom says it will play music videos, concert performances, 

and interviews on m-t-v, v-h-1 and c-m-t. Well sort of. It will be on july 4th from six in the morning to six 

at night. Viacom says the move provides the ultimate party playlist for everyone. The channels are now 

more known for reality television than music television. 

 

6/18/13  8am 

New in the aviation watch this morning.... Boeing launches a third generation of it's 7-87 at the paris air 

show. United airlines has already ordered twenty of the new jets boeing says it  has commitments from 

several other customers as well. 

 

6/21/13  8am 

Who says old computers aren't worth much?  One of the first apple computers ever built goes on the 

christie's auction block next week - and it could sell for half a million dollars, or more.  Retired california 

school psychologist ted perry owns the apple 1 from 1976. He's kept it stashed away in a cardboard box. 

 

6/24/13  8am 

A united airlines dreamliner is diverted due to a mechanical problem. The plane took off from houston 

sunday... But came back before it got to denver. It was having some sort of brake issue. Another united 

dreamliner made an unscheduled landing tuesday. It was grounded because of a problem with its oil filter. 

These problems are six months after the dreamliner was grounded worldwide because of battery problems. 

 

6/26/13  7am 

Two different projects...both with one goal... Revitalize the land around the west bank of the arkansas river. 

The wichita city council heard about both of the ideas today. Lauren seabrook has the story. Jonathan wood 

(over vid) "i think the river needs to be more of a central part of wichita." and some say it would be with 

more developments around the banks. Jonathan wood "i've watched it develop a lot, but it still has a long 

way to go." jonathan wood owns a business in delano ... Just a block from where high-end apartments could 

go up within the next few years. Jonathan wood. "it's going to support all businesses down here, not just 

mine. And as a property owner down here, i think it's going to make the properties that i lease more 

attractive." the wichita city council will choose between two multi-million dollar properties ... Both include 

biking and boating facilities. Scott knebel "this new construction of multi-family housing on kind of a 

larger scale is something that we've not seen in our downtown area in several decades." council members 

will look at public benefit ... Economic growth and developers experience when making their decision. 

Both projects could use tax-increment financing and star bond incentives already in place for that area. 

Scott knebel "it's probably going to come down to the determination of the benefit to the public for the 

investment that's being requested of the public."  and they want the public's input .... Jonathan wood "i wish 

that as opposed to the feeling of the development sitting on top of the riverbank hill, then having the hill 

slope down to the river, it would've been nice if the property was more right against the river." either way - 

this business owner feels both options lead to a better future for downtown wichita. Jonathan wood 

"especially for people like myself and my friends that are young professionals, more options are better for 

sure. So yeah, it will definitely bring new people to downtown." 

 

6/27/13  8am 

Nearly four million dollars in cuts. That's the budget wichita city leaders are dealing with. Some of the 

options they're considering are increased overdue fees at the library and cutting the police mounted patrol 

units.the city will hold several meetings similar to this one before finalizing the budget in august. There's 

also a form you can fill out if you can't make it to a meeting. Find it at our website...kwch dot com. 

 

6/30/13  7am 

As crews continue to restore power -- westar energy is looking to raise rates. Under a new plan.. The 

average home or small business would see a six to nine percent increase. *but* businesses that consume 

lots of energy would pay 6 to 15 percent *less. The proposal still needs approval from the kansas 

corporation commission. 



 

 

 

EDUCATION 
 

4/8/13  8am 

The wichita school board will discuss closing south east high school later today. Community members have 

started a campaign to save the school. The district says it can't afford to open a new high school in 

southeast wichita *and* remodel the current school. Several projects from a 2008 bond issue are still on 

hold because of the economy. 

 

4/22/13  8am 

Wichita superintendent john allison is expected to present more information about south-east high school at 

tonight's school board meeting. One option being discussed is closing the current south-east high. 

Community members have started a campaign to save it. The district says it can't afford to open a new high 

school in the area and remodel the old one at the same time. Several projects from the 2008 bond issue are 

still "on hold" because of the economy. 

 

5/4/13  9pm 

This morning, k-w-c-h teamed up with mcpherson college to honor some of kansas' brightest students roger 

cornish, cindy klose and jenn bates helped host the 22nd annual "top of the class" appreciation breakfast 

this event celebrates the accomplishments of graduating seniors at high schools across central kansas. One 

winning student shares the secret to her success... Beign involved in the school is what i'm most proud of. 

Our school has a lot of opportunities... Been in ever club or organization in our school at least once. Each 

"top of the class" student receives a 5 hundred dollar scholarship to mcpherson college for four years you'll 

also see each one in a t-v commercial.  The top of the class commercials will air throughout the summer 

right here on k-w-c-h 12 and our sister station the k-s-c-w channel 33/cable channel 5. You can also learn 

more about each student, by going to our website -k-w-c-h-dot-com. 

 

5/5/13  7am 

K-w-c-h teams up with mcpherson college to honor some of kansas' brightest students roger cornish, cindy 

klose and jenn bates were at the 22nd annual "top of the class" appreciation breakfast. The event highlights 

the accomplishments of graduating seniors at high schools across central kansas. Each "top of the class" 

student receives a 5-hundred-dollar scholarship to mcpherson college for four years. You'll also see each 

student in a t-v commercial right here on k-s-c-w and our sister station k-w-c-h. 

 

5/6/13  4pm 

Wichita's school board will consider a proposal to spend 3 million dollars to upgrade the security systems 

in its schools. The proposal is being presented to the board tonight. Superintendent john allison calls the 

upgrades "vital" to the schools' safety. He says the money will be used to replace outdated surveillance 

equipment and update the way the video is digitized, so it can be stored and accessed more easily. The 

board will discuss the proposal tonight-- but they may delay a vote to a future meeting. You can watch our 

recent series of stories on school security right now, at kwch dot com. 

 

5/7/13  9pm 

Have your dreams... Included traveling to space?  What about working for nasa? That's what inspires many 

future engineers in our brighter side tonight... Eyewitness news reporter pilar pedraza talks with one local 

college student who's already made that dream a reality. I'm very inspired by space. So when she needed a 

break from the demands of an engineering degree.... Mary maneth turned to a word synonymous with 

space... Nasa... For inspiration. Mary 1:03:30 it has nasa goddard on it and.. Just a reminder of where i've 

been 3:35 she found was she looking for...  But it was really fun. And learned--when you work for nasa..her 

engineering classes are just the beginning... Mary 56:03 what i was afraid of was that a lot of the 

schoolwork was going to be what the job was like which is not the case at all. Instead of worksheets, 

algorithms and complicated formulas... She spent last fall working with... Glue. Mary 56:15 i worked on 

the next generation xray telescope 56:19// 56:24 really what i did was played with glue and glass. Helping 

scientists at the goddard flight space center in d-c.. Figure out how to get thousands of tiny mirrors into 

space in a telescope. She had so much fun... She applied for a second internship this summer. This time in 



 

 

california... Mary 55:09 the guy that interviewed me was very interesting... he was like, well we have beach 

volleyball during the lunch hour 55;16 and sailing club after work *laughs* i'm like, okay. 55:19 *laughs* 

and she says it's not just engineers she'll be working with .... Mary 1:00:41 its full of teachers and bio 

engineers or, um, botanists, chemists and... All kinds 1:00:51 // 1:00:56 it takes more than an engineer to 

get to space.  

 

5/8/13  7am 

A wichita state student will intern at nasa for the second time this summer. Maneth will be working at the 

ames research lab in california. She's an engineering student at wichita state... She says you don't have to be 

an engineer to work at nasa... Because it takes all kinds to get to space. 

 

5/16/13  7am 

If you have a child in the sedgwick county special education co-op, changes may be coming. One father 

learned his child is being moved to another school district next year he's concerned for other parents 

because they have not been officially notified. The co-op says letters will go out this week to any parent 

who is affected. 

 

6/19/13  9pm 

The cost of a higher education is getting higher the kansas state board of regents approved tuition increases 

for public universities. The increases will have students paying nearly 9-percent more this fall. Some 

students say, it's going to makes things more difficult for them. It would mean i'd be working a lot more. It 

would be harder on me to go to school and go to classes because i'm paying for my on tuition so it would 

be a lot more difficult. Officials say, the cause of the increase is to offset budget cuts. 

 

6/20/13  7am 

Tuition is going up at the state's public universities- the kansas board of regents approved the increases--      

in part -to make up for cuts in state funding. Schools also want to pay faculty more. Students say cost 

makes a difference when choosing a school. 

 

6/24/13  8am 

The wichita school board votes tonight on southeast high school. Board members are expected to vote on 

one of three options. Renovate the school... Renovate and build a new high school... Or build a new school 

and close the current southeast. A group called save southeast is trying to persuade board members not to 

choose the last option. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

ENVIRONMENT 
 

4/1/13  4pm 

Rain will continue off and on over southern Kansas tonight through Wednesday. Some snow will mix in 

with the rain during the night in the western sections of the state. Temperatures will continue on the chilly 

side through Wednesday and then moderate through the weekend. There will be a chance for a few 

thunderstorms Saturday afternoon and evening mainly over central and eastern Kansas. Rain showers are 

back in the forecast for Monday. 

 

4/2/13  9pm 

Off and on rain showers over southern Kansas tonight will mix with some sleet or snow at times. No 

accumulations are expected. Precipitation goes back to rain showers during the day Wednesday as 

temperatures warm just a bit. North central and northeast Kansas should stay dry throughout this time 

frame. Mostly sunny conditions return for Thursday and Friday. Saturday will be mostly sunny to partly 

cloudy with a slight chance of some late day showers and thunderstorms. Sunday looks to be dry while rain 

chances increase again on Monday and Tuesday. 

 

4/4/13  4pm 

Clear to mostly clear skies can be expected overnight as lows tumble into the middle to upper 30s.  

Remember just a few days ago, our afternoon highs couldn't get out of the 30s.  Definitely more warmth is 

heading our way for the next few days! We'll see some mid and high level clouds over the area on Friday, 

along with gusty south winds.  Highs will warm into the 70s in most areas, although upper 60s will be felt 

east of Wichita.  In any event, it's a huge improvement over earlier in the week.  As the wind and warmth 

increase though, so will the fire danger too. More clouds will gather especially for the second half of the 

weekend.  A few showers are possible in the west late Saturday night while showers and a few storms will 

be around on Sunday.  A threat of severe weather is possible over Kansas for Monday and Tuesday.  There 

are still some disagreements in the timing of the storm system, so stay tuned for more information 

regarding early next week. 

 

4/6/13  9pm 

Increasing clouds will be found across the state overnight with a few spotty showers expected in the west.  

Overnight lows will drop to the 40s and 50s. Clouds will be thick for the northern and eastern areas of 

Kansas on Sunday but breaks will develop in the southwest.  Highs will be mostly in the 70s.  Showers and 

a few storms should develop in the afternoon and some could be severe.  The main weather concern on 

Sunday and Sunday night will be large hail with the stronger storms. More storm chances will develop in 

viewing area Monday and Tuesday with severe weather possible both days.  Large hail, high winds and 

even isolated tornadoes are possible.  Keep it to KWCH and KWCH.com for the very latest. 

 

4/7/13  7am 

The first of several upper level disturbances will move across Kansas during the late afternoon today, 

giving most of Kansas a chance of strong to severe storms.  The primary threat with any storms that 

develop will be large hail.  Highs will be in the 70s. Tonight showers and thunderstorms will continue to 

move across the state from west to east into Missouri by early morning.  Overnight lows mainly in the 50s.  

The second disturbance will take aim on Kansas Monday afternoon. On Monday, most of the state will be 

mostly cloudy, however sections of southwest Kansas may see partly cloudy to mostly sunny skies.  During 

the late afternoon and evening storms will develop mainly across northern sections of Kansas, however a 

few storms are possible farther south.  The primary threat with any stronger storms that develop on Monday 

will be large hail and high winds, however and isolated tornado can't be ruled out this time of year.  

Tuesday the threat for severe weather migrates to Central and Eastern Kansas, mainly during the afternoon, 

so keep and eye to the sky and turn to KWCH and KWCH.com for the very latest weather information. 

 

4/8/13  8am 



 

 

Sunday evening storms left areas of dense fog in their wake and early Monday visibility dropped below a 

quarter-mile over central and western Kansas. Early this week, a series of fast-moving weather-makers will 

cruise across the Plains bringing Kansas rain and scattered strong or severe thunderstorms.  

Monday afternoon will be partly to mostly cloudy with a few storms firing-up over the northwest. 

Southeasterly winds will be gusty from time to time and temperatures are expected to climb into the low to 

mid 70s over the central and east, with upper 70s likely for southwest Kansas. A few afternoon storms 

across the northwest could be severe with large hail and damaging winds the primary threats. Although a 

stray storm or two will be possible Monday night too but most areas will be dry. The threat for severe 

storms will move to central and south-central Kansas Tuesday afternoon as a cold front moves across the 

state. The potent front will cause temperatures to tumble into the 30s around northwest Kansas while highs 

top out around 70 over the south-central parts of our area. Light snow and flurries will even be possible 

over northwest Kansas Tuesday night. Wednesday afternoon will be storm-free but much colder statewide 

with highs in the 30s and 40s. Temps should warm back into the 60s by Saturday. 

 

4/9/13  4pm 

But first-- some parts of kansas could be seeing some severe weather this evening. Temperatures in wichita 

are already dropping... We're checking in with meteorologist merril teller about what we should expect. 

 

4/10/13  9pm 

One of the hardest hit areas... Was hutchinson. Tree limbs covered in ice... Broke off... Falling on cars... Or 

in roads. City crews spent the day picking-up the debris in the streets. 

 

4/11/13  7am 

And falling ice could be an even bigger problem today as it melts from houses, trees and cars. The ice 

brought down trees and coated everything in many towns including hutchinson. Residents spent the day 

scraping ice off off their belongings. City workers spent the day picking up ice covered branches on the 

streets. 

 

4/12/13  8am 

In pickens county, alabama, radar indicated a tornado touched down. Trees in the county were ripped apart 

-- some of them landing on cars and into  homes. It took crews a couple of hours just to clear fallen trees 

from some of the back roads so people could get to their homes. The storm system is being blamed for one 

death in kemper county, mississippi, on the alabama border. 

 

4/13/13  9pm 

A much milder night is in store for the state as south to southwest winds prevail for most.  The exception 

will be the northwest, where a cold front will arrive later tonight.  Lows will fall to the 40s and 50s. As the 

cold front marches southeast on Sunday, winds will switch to the northwest behind it.  Clouds will gather 

with showers and storms possible along and ahead of the front in southcentral and southeast Kansas in the 

afternoon.  A few could turn strong to severe, with large hail and some high winds the chief concerns.  

Highs on Sunday will reach the 60s and 70s. Cooler weather will overspread the area especially toward the 

middle of the work week.  Off and on shower chances will be a part of the forecast.  Even some light snow 

or a light wintry mix is expected in areas of central and western Kansas Tuesday and into Wednesday.  

Highs in the 30s and 40s will be common. 

 

4/14/13  7am 

Wind Advisories have been hoisted for much of central and eastern Kansas ahead of a cold front moving 

through the state.  South winds will gust as high as 35-40 m.p.h. can be expected until the cold front passes. 

The winds will switch to the northwest behind the front and diminish into the evening.  Clouds will 

increase with showers and storms possible along and ahead of the front in south central and southeast 

Kansas during the afternoon.  A few storms could turn strong to severe, with large hail and high winds the 

main threat.  Highs today will reach the 60s to mid 70s. A few sprinkles or showers tonight behind the cold 

front, otherwise chilly temperatures are expected as we head out the door in the morning.  Lows will drop 

into the 30s and 40s. Skies will remain mostly cloudy to partly cloudy across Kansas on Monday with 

drizzle and showers developing Monday night.  Cooler, cloudy weather will continue across the area 

through the middle of the week.  Off and on shower chances will be a part of the forecast Tuesday with 



 

 

better chances of measurable rainfall on Wednesday.  Even some light snow or a light wintry mix is 

expected in areas of central and western Kansas Tuesday into Wednesday, with some light accumulations 

possible in the northwest corner of the state.  Highs in the 30s and 40s will be common. 

 

4/17/13  9pm 

Stay on top of the weather with the "k-w-c-h" and "storm team 12 weather apps." check-out our live 

interactive radar and custom forecasts.... With the "storm team 12 weather app." get weather alerts and send 

us your storm-shots... With the "k-w-c-h app." both are free to download. They are available for apple and 

android devices. 

 

4/18/13  7am 

Heavier rains and thunderstorms will race out of eastern Kansas early Thursday morning while bands of 

snow linger over the west. Cold northerly winds will change rain to a mix of sleet and snow for central 

parts of the state before noon however icy roads are not expected. Snow amounts of 2-4 inches have been 

reported around northwest Kansas where gusty north winds and blowing snow have closed I-70 west of 

Goodland. Snow, sleet, drizzle and freezing drizzle will slowly wind-down Thursday afternoon but clouds 

will stick around. Afternoon highs will only climb into the 30s and 40s and with wicked northerly winds, 

gusting over 40 mph at times, it will feels like wind chills will be in the 10s and 20s. The strong storm 

system should pull away from the Plains Friday and into the weekend allowing afternoon highs to climb 

back into the 50s and 60s. 

 

4/20/13  9pm 

After seeing temperatures return to springlike numbers, another change is on the way to our area for the 

start of next week. Clouds will be around Kansas tonight, but other than a sprinkle, dry conditions should 

be expected. The wind will remain from the south and lows will fall back into the 40s overnight, except in 

the northwest where some upper 30s should be expected. Sunday could see a few sprinkles in the morning, 

but during the afternoon, the clouds will thin out, allowing for a little more sun and temperatures will reach 

the mid and upper 60s. South winds could be a little gusty in the afternoon. A cold front will bring a chance 

for showers and storms to the area heading into Monday. Severe weather is not expected, and temperatures 

will still be close to 60 for most of the state. It will only warm into the upper 40s in the northwest where the 

front arrives earlier. There is a chance the rain will mix with some snow Monday night over northern and 

western Kansas, and Tuesday morning could start out with some snow for some areas. It will be windy and 

colder, but any rain or snow on Tuesday will be ending during the afternoon. 

 

4/21/13  7am 

Winter tries to make one last appearance in Kansas, so try and enjoy the mild weather today. "Big" changes 

are expected at the start of the work week with colder air and the potential for accumulating snowfall. A 

few sprinkles and light showers this morning, but during the afternoon, the clouds will thin out, allowing 

for a little more sun and temperatures climbing into the upper 60s and low 70s. South winds will be a little 

gusty in the afternoon. Overnight clouds will be on the increase and scattered light showers are possible by 

early morning - statewide. A cold front will bring better chances for showers and storms Monday. Severe 

weather is not expected for the majority of Kansas, however a few storms in extreme south central Kansas 

may be strong enough to produce some large hail during the afternoon.  Temperatures will be in the 60s 

ahead of the cold front with the colder air (highs in the 40s) confined to northwest Kansas (behind the 

front). Rain will mix with some snow and sleet Monday night over northern and western Kansas, and by 

Tuesday morning could change over to all snow. If snow accumulates it will be confined to grassy surfaces.  

The best chance for accumulating snow through Tuesday will be north of Highway 50 and west of I-135.  It 

will be windy and colder, but any rain or snow on Tuesday will be ending during the afternoon. The good 

news, the cold will be short-lived as a rapid warm up is expected for the rest of the week into next 

weekend! 

 

4/22/13  8am 

Just when it seems we're finally settling into spring our Kansas weather is about to change again going back 

to winter for a day or two.  Monday will be mostly cloudy with a few showers and storms with the heaviest 

rainfall north and east of Salina during the afternoon. Temperatures will range from the low-50s northwest 

to mid-60s for south-central Kansas. Scattered storms Monday afternoon are not expected to be severe but 



 

 

south-central Kansas could see some penny to nickel-size hail. A strong cold front will slide across our 

state Monday night and temperatures will quickly plummet into the 20s and 30s causing rain to change to a 

mix of sleet and snow for central and western Kansas. Some light snow accumulation will be possible for 

the west but it shouldn't be more than just a few inches and mostly in grassy areas. Roads could be a little 

slick early Tuesday, especially in central and northern Kansas. Any wintry mix of rain, sleet, or snow will 

end Tuesday morning but gusty northerly winds and colder temperatures will stick around all day. Highs 

will only climb to around 40 degrees and widespread frost or a hard freeze will be possible again Tuesday 

night. The rest of the week looks dry with a steady warming trend which will take us back into the 70s by 

this weekend. 

 

4/23/13  4pm 

As the skies clear overnight, the temperatures will drop to record levels around the state. Freeze warnings 

are in effect for much of the state with overnight temperatures dropping into the teens and 20s. The wind 

will diminish through the night as temperatures drop. The record low for Wichita is 31, Salina 28, Russell 

29, Dodge City 26, and Goodland 21. Sunshine will be back for Wednesday with temperatures back in the 

mid and upper 50s by the end of the afternoon. The Kansas wind should be less than 20 mph from the west 

or southwest. Temperatures will be even warmer for Thursday and Friday with highs in the 60s and 70s. 

Some rain and thunderstorms look possible Thursday night and Friday, but severe weather is not expected 

during this time frame. 

 

4/24/13  9pm 

After record low temperatures this morning, things warmed up nicely this afternoon. Tonight will be 

unseasonably cold again, just not as cold as last night. Temperatures and winds will be on the increase 

Thursday. Rain chances return Thursday night and Friday. We should see plenty of sunshine over the 

weekend with temperatures getting back into the 70s. Clouds will slowly increase to start next week with 

showers and thunderstorms back in the forecast for Tuesday into early Wednesday. 

 

4/26/13  8am 

A deadly tornado ripped through andover 22 years ago today. The f-5 twister first touched down southwest 

of haysville, then moved northeast for more than 40 miles. 17 people died. 

 

4/27/13  9pm 

A quiet night is ahead for Kansas as clear to mostly clear skies prevail for most, although there could be a 

little patchy fog from the Flint Hills on to the east.  Overnight lows will drop to the 40s and 50s. We expect 

abundant sunshine on Sunday and afternoon highs look much warmer than Saturday.  We'll be near 80 

degrees around Wichita with some middle 80s found in western Kansas.  Look for sunshine, a breeze and 

some high clouds on Monday and another spectacular day with highs again in the 80s.  Don't be shocked to 

see some upper 80s in southwest Kansas before the day is through! On Tuesday, more wind will 

accompany the warmth.  Highs in the upper 70s to lower 80s will be commonplace.  There will be a chance 

of some late-day and overnight showers and storms, thanks to a weather system that will be moving closer 

to middle America.  This system looks to stall out through the rest of the work week, bringing more clouds, 

cooler weather and some hit and miss precipitation too.   

 

4/28/13  7am 

Enjoy the warmth and sunshine over the next few days as another weather system is expected to bring 

much colder air to the state by midweek. Areas of dense morning fog (mainly along and east of the Kansas 

Turnpike) this morning, otherwise we expect abundant sunshine today with afternoon highs in the upper 

70s and 80s statewide.  The bonus today will be wind speeds less than 20 m.p.h. so enjoy the warmth and 

light winds. A quiet night is also expected with mostly clear skies and light winds.  Lows dropping into the 

40s to mid 50s. Look for sunshine, a breeze from the south and a few high clouds on Monday and another 

very warm day for late April with highs in the 80s to near 90 in the extreme southwest part of the state. By 

Tuesday, the Kansas wind machine cranks up ahead of an approaching cold front.  Highs in the upper 70s 

to lower 80s will be commonplace.  There will be a chance of some late-day and overnight showers and 

storms along and ahead of this next system.  Unfortunately, this weather system looks to stall out through 

the rest of the work week, bringing more clouds, much cooler weather and some hit and miss precipitation 



 

 

too.  This approaching system is from Canada and it could even be cold enough for snow on Wednesday 

night, mainly for areas west of I-135. 

 

4/30/13  4pm 

A cold front has moved into western Kansas but will stall in its southeastward movement this evening. It 

will help generate some thunderstorms in north central and northeast Kansas this evening into the overnight 

hours. The front begins to move again late tonight and will be out of the state by mid afternoon Wednesday. 

Showers and some thunderstorms will become more widespread as the day goes on tomorrow. Wednesday 

night there will be a mix of rain and snow over northern and western sections of the state. Rain could mix 

with some sleet early Thursday morning in south central Kansas. Strong north winds behind the cold front 

will gust from 35-45 mph over most of the state Wednesday and Thursday. Friday and Saturday will be 

mostly cloudy with off and on rain showers. Things will dry out and warm up from Sunday through 

Tuesday. 

 

5/2/13  7am 

It's a tale of two crops kansas wheat fields get a "once-over" by ag experts they're trying to predict the size 

of this year's yiel the wheat commission's annual field tour is recording a "total crop failure" for some fields 

in western kansas. That's because of drought. But in central and south central...where there's been more 

rain... The wheat is looking good. Although there are some concerns about this latest cold snap. It's more 

suseptable now when it's about to head, to cold temperatures so we are going to get pretty scared if it gets 

below 30 the next couple of nights.experts say it usually takes a couple weeks for freeze damage to appear 

in the wheat. 

 

5/3/13  8am 

It may be spring -- but record-breaking snow is burying parts of the upper midwest. This is what it looks 

like in owatonna, minnesota -- where 15-point-5 inches of snow fell yesterday. Parts of interstate 35 had to 

be shut down thursday morning. They have since re-opened. The snow also brought down tree limbs and 

powerlines --  leaving thousands of people in the dark. Blooming prairie received 18 inches of snow -- 

which is a new state record for snowfall in the month of may.   

 

5/4/13  9pm 

Clouds and some pockets of drizzle or a few sprinkles are expected in eastern Kansas overnight.  Lows in 

the lower 40s will be found.  The farther west you go, you'll find less cloud cover.  Overnight lows in the 

upper 20s to lower 30s are forecast in Goodland and Garden City, where a Freeze Warning is in effect until 

8 a.m. Sunday.  If you have some potted plants outside, you know the drill!  More sunshine will rule in 

western Kansas tomorrow and the clouds will begin to break somewhat in the east.  Highs in the 60s can be 

expected, with generally milder readings to the west. A warm-up in slated for next week with highs getting 

back up into the 70s.  A very slow-moving upper low pressure area will creep toward Kansas.  Increasing 

clouds and chances of showers and storms will prevail as lift and moisture work into the state ahead of the 

storm system. 

 

5/5/13  7am 

Clouds, drizzle and chilly temperatures to start the morning across eastern Kansas, while the west will have 

clear skies and a cold start to the day.  Areas that experience more sunshine will warm into the upper 60s, 

while much of central and eastern Kansas will only reach the upper 50s and low 60s with stubborn clouds 

hanging around most of the day.  A few peeks of sun are possible after 5 p.m. from Wichita northward to 

Salina.  The good news - less wind today. Cool tonight with mostly clear to partly cloudy skies statewide.  

There may be some fog developing by early morning across portions of eastern Kansas.  Early morning 

lows in the low to middle 40s. Monday looks to be one of the nicest weather days this week as temperatures 

return to "normal" with highs in the low 70s.  Clouds will be on the increase in western Kansas, however 

most of central and eastern sections of the state should have plenty of sunshine and light winds. The rest of 

the week, a warm-up is in the works, with highs remaining in the 70s through Friday.  A very slow-moving 

upper level low pressure area over the western U.S., will creep toward Kansas.  This systems slow 

movement will allow moisture (higher humidity) from the Gulf of Mexico to spread northward into the 

plains throughout the week.  The moisture, afternoon heating and a few weak disturbances moving across 

the area will trigger showers and storms through Saturday.  There's some potential especially Wednesday 



 

 

and Thursday that some of these storms could be strong to severe - after all we are in the month of May, 

which is the climatological peak of the Kansas severe weather season. 

 

5/6/13  4pm 

Some showers and thunderstorms will move across western and northern Kansas during the night. A few 

showers may move into south central Kansas around daybreak. The rest of the day Tuesday will be mostly 

cloudy and dry. Tuesday night will bring another chance for some showers and storms across the state. 

Wednesday afternoon we expect strong to severe storms to develop in western Kansas and move eastward 

through the night. Off and on non-severe showers and storms will still be possible Thursday into Friday 

morning. The weekend will bring drier conditions that will continue into the beginning of next week. 

 

5/7/13  9pm 

Showers and thunderstorms over western Kansas will move to the east and northeast this evening. A few of 

these storms may produce small hail and strong winds. There will be a better chance for severe storms to 

develop in western Kansas tomorrow afternoon that will spread across the state tomorrow night. Scattered 

showers and thundershowers will still be possible Thursday and early Friday. The weekend will be dry with 

temperatures just a little cooler. Warmer conditions will be found Monday and Tuesday. 

 

5/8/13  7am 

Scattered storms early Wednesday brought noisy thunder and put down some small hail from time to time 

but were not severe. Rough weather is expected late Wednesday afternoon and evening when large hail and 

damaging winds will become threats.Wednesday morning's showers and storms should fade followed by a 

few drier hours then strong storms will will begin to build after 4 p.m. Afternoon temps will climb into the 

mid and upper-70s across southern Kansas with slightly cooler temperatures for the north. Periods of rain 

and storms will continue Wednesday night (statewide) but become a bit more scattered for mainly the 

southern half of the state Thursday. Temperatures will cool off a bit by week's end with highs falling into 

the 60s and lower 70s Thursday and Friday. Right now our weekend looks dry with highs in the 60s to 

around 70 degrees. 

 

5/9/13  8am 

Stay on top of the weather by downloading the storm team 12 app. You can get current conditions...see the 

interactive radar and check the latest forecast. Its free to download for droid and apple devices. 

 

5/10/13  4pm 

A cool night is ahead for the area as lows drop to the middle and upper 40s to lower 50s.  Mostly clear to 

partly cloudy skies are forecast. A cold front will settle into northern Kansas Saturday morning and 

continue southward during the day.  Winds will be a bit breezy behind the front with highs again in the 60s 

and 70s. Hit and miss showers will be possible in the west Saturday night and then possible over the east 

Sunday afternoon. Temperatures will heat up through the middle of next week with highs in the 80s.  Some 

storm chances are possible by Wednesday. 

 

5/11/13  9pm 

The evening will start off nice and quiet but isolated showers and even a few rumbles of thunder should 

develop, especially after Midnight.  Rain amounts will be generally light, staying under a tenth of an inch.  

Lows will fall to the lower 40s in most areas but far eastern Kansas will likely see middle to upper 30s! 

Isolated showers and storms Sunday morning will give way to more sunshine and more warmth.  It'll be a 

great afternoon for Moms with highs in the 60s and 70s east.  You'll see 80s in the far west. Get used to the 

heat!  80s will be commonplace over Kansas on Monday and Tuesday, with western Kansas reaching lower 

90s!  Heat relief in the form of showers and storms will be around for the middle of the work week. 

 

5/12/13  7am 

Happy Mother's Day! The weather looks beautiful - just like all the Mom's across Kansas.    It should be a 

"good" hair day, as the wind will be light and the humidity will be low.  A few more clouds across central 

and eastern Kansas compared to yesterday.  Don't be surprised by a sprinkle or shower in the Eastern half 

of Kansas, however most areas should remain dry.  Overall, a fabulous afternoon with highs in the upper 

60s and 70s east, while 80s are expected in the far west. A warm front will move through Kansas overnight 



 

 

and Monday, bringing much warmer (summer-like) temperatures to the state.  Highs will reach the 80s 

central and east, with low 90s expected in western Kansas. Looks like the air conditioners will be 

humming, as the heat is expected to build!  Upper 80s and 90s will be commonplace over Kansas on 

Tuesday, with some areas of northwestern Kansas flirting with record temperatures!  Heat relief in the form 

of showers and storms will be around for the middle of the work week.  Humidity will continue to build for 

the latter half of the week into the weekend with a "summer-like" pattern developing - meaning late day 

storms in western Kansas moving into central sections of the state overnight.  Highs will remain mainly in 

the 80s through next weekend. 

 

5/13/13  8am 

Think summer not spring when it comes to our weather this week across Kansas as most of the state will be 

experiencing highs in the 80s and even some 90s! Early Monday, temps tumbled to around 50 with light 

winds under a mostly clear sky. Monday afternoon will be mostly sunny with south winds gusting to 25 

mph and highs ranging from the lower-90s across western Kansas to the upper-80s elsewhere. Don't look 

for any big weather changes Tuesday as temperatures stay well above normal for mid-May. Skies will be 

mostly sunny again with lower-90s on the way for most of the central and west and upper-80s for south-

central Kansas along with more gusty southerly winds. A cold front will bring scattered storms and the 

possibility of severe weather to our area, by Wednesday evening followed by more storm chances later in 

the week. Even after the midweek front's arrival, highs will stay in the warm 80s Thursday through the 

weekend. 

 

5/14/13  4pm 

There are some thunderstorms this evening in the northwest while the rest of the state stays mostly clear. 

Thunderstorm chances will shift to central and eastern Kansas tomorrow with a few severe storms possible. 

Temperatures Wednesday afternoon will not be as hot as today but will still be above normal for this time 

of year. Mostly dry weather will return for Thursday and Friday. There will be another chance for severe 

storms on Saturday as a cold front moves into the area. The front will be very slow moving, keeping the 

rain chances up on Sunday. Monday and Tuesday will bring decreasing clouds and slightly cooler 

conditions. 

 

5/15/13  9pm 

Showers and thunderstorms will dot the landscape over south central and southeastern Kansas tonight. 

There may also be some isolated storms in northwest Kansas this evening. We will see a mix of clouds and 

sunshine on Thursday will some afternoon storms in northern sections of the state. Partly cloudy conditions 

return for Friday. High temperatures the next couple of days will be in the 80s. The weekend will start off 

dry but see increasing chances for thunderstorms from late Saturday through Sunday. There will be a 

chance for severe storms in the west on Saturday and over central and eastern Kansas on Sunday. Things 

will dry out for the first part of next week. 

 

5/16/13  7am 

The warm spell will continue here in Kansas with highs running 10-15 degrees above average for Thursday 

through Sunday. Our weekend looks warm and stormy with the possibility of severe weather. Thursday will 

be warm and humid with a few spotty storms over extreme northern Kansas. Temperatures will climb into 

the lower-80s along with southeast winds. Friday should be dry but we can expect a few severe storms to 

roll through western Kansas Saturday. The threat for severe storms will then push into central and eastern 

Kansas Sunday. The strongest weekend storms will quarter to golf ball-size hail and damaging wind gusts 

over 60 mph to our area. After the stormy weekend, temperatures will cool a bit, dropping into the mid to 

upper-70s early next week. 

 

5/17/13  8am 

Folks in Alaska and air travelers are on alert...as a volcano erupts there. This is what the volcano looked 

like yesterday. It's sending a cloud of smoke and ash that covers 60 miles. The volcano is located in the 

aleutian islands. Pilots in the area are being warned of possible smoke. 

 

5/19/13  7am 



 

 

Whenever there's severe weather around... We ask you for your storm shots. And you always deliver! This 

one comes to us from lisa in hutchinson. She caught this bolt of lightning standing on her porch. And this is 

lightning from overnight in goddard. Melissa steven shared this on our facebook wall. Lesa shared this 

picture with us from ransom, kansas. As you can clearly see... *that... Is what baseball-sized hail looks like  

you can always send us your storm shots by e-mailing them to *storm-shots-at-k-w-c-h dot com... Or you 

can send them with our free "storm team 12 weather app."  or just share them on our facebook wall... Like 

us... We're k-w-c-h 12 eyewitness news. 

 

5/20/13  4pm 

A few severe storms will be possible again this afternoon and evening over southeastern Kansas. Isolated 

non-severe storms will be possible in other parts of the state. It will be drier and a little cooler on Tuesday 

and Wednesday. Off and on chances for showers and storms are back in the forecast from Thursday 

through Sunday. Most of the time things will be dry through that period will warming conditions. Winds 

will be stronger from Friday through Monday. 

 

5/21/13  8am 

As you might guess...many glass companies are incredibly busy this week. The lewis street glass company 

says they've gotten hundreds of calls. Many businesses like this meineke shop called the company to fix up 

their shops. They hope to have the work done as soon as they can."we're hoping about a two to three week 

time frame that we can have the majority of this taken care of, we're going to have a crew pretty well 

devoted to belle air and that whole area and another crew devoted to all the rest of our work. You can see 

hundreds of photos from this weekends storms at k-w-c-h dot com. There you can also videos as well. 

 

5/23/13  7am 

Warmer weather is on the way to our area along with passing, very hit and miss, rain and storm chances 

into our holiday weekend.  Clouds, and a few showers, rolled into parts of Kansas late Wednesday night 

into early Thursday. Temperatures early Thursday were in the 40s across the west and lower-50s central 

and east with light east-northeast wind. Thursday afternoon look for mostly cloudy skies and few isolated 

showers or storms around our region. Most of us will not see any rain but we will feel slightly cooler high 

temperatures in the lower-70s and a few areas may not even climb out of the upper-60s with an easterly 

wind. A few more, widely scattered, showers or storms will be possible Thursday night and again Friday. 

Severe storms are not likely but a bit of small hail and brief gusty winds will accompany the stronger 

storms. Highs will stay in the 70s for Friday then rise into the 80s this weekend. 

 

5/24/13  8am 

While tornadoes are most common in north america...other parts of the world occasionally experience 

them, too. Here's a tornado in russia. It went through a small town in the center part of the country. Over a 

dozen people were hurt and 80 buildings were damaged. 

 

5/25/13  9pm 

A Severe T-storm Watch is in effect until 11 p.m. for northwestern Kansas, including Goodland, Hill City 

and Colby.  Large hail up to ping pong size has been reported and winds to 60 mph are possible.  The rest 

of the state will have partly to mostly cloudy skies with lows dropping down into the 60s. On Sunday, the 

wind and warmth will continue with highs in the 80s and 90s.  Isolated storms are possible for western 

Kansas Sunday afternoon.  More heat, humidity and storms will be around central Kansas on Memorial 

Day.  Storm chances will continue through the week too. 

 

5/26/13  7am 

"Summer-like" weather pattern across much of kansas through the remainder of the holiday weekend into 

next week.  Plenty of heat, wind and humidity.  A few late afternoon/evening storms, a few persistent 

enough to last into the overnight hours.  In these patterns, there is a chance of thunderstorms just about 

every afternoon for the majority of kansas.  The key to the storms developing over a specific area is some 

sort of trigger (dry-line, boundary, front).  Overall, the wind will be the main weather feature over the next 

several days.  South winds will be gusty, reaching speeds of 30-40 m.p.h. Mainly during the mid-afternoon.  

Highs today will reach the 80s central and east with 90s across much of western kansas. 



 

 

 isolated storms this evening into the overnight hours, otherwise partly cloudy skies.  Lows mainly in the 

60s. On memorial day, the wind and heat will continue with highs in the upper 80s central and east to near 

100 in the southwest.  Isolated storms are possible for central kansas monday afternoon/evening as the dry-

line will move a little further east compared to previous days. Storm chances continue through the week 

and there is some potential for strong to severe storms wednesday and thursday. 

 

5/28/13  4pm 

Be prepared for severe weather tonight, tomorrow and again on Thursday around Kansas. Large hail and 

damaging winds will be likely with isolated tornadoes also possible. Right now the weekend looks sunnier 

and drier. 

 

5/29/13  9pm 

Stay on top of the weather with the k-w-c-h app. Get weather alert and watch live weather covering 

streaming on your phone. It's free and available for apple and android devices. 

 

5/30/13  7am 

Early morning thunderstorms raced off to the northeast leaving some small hail, gusty winds and locally 

heavy rain in their wake. Thursday afternoon, another round of severe storms will be possible for central 

and eastern Kansas. Once again large hail, high winds and isolated tornadoes will be possible.  Storms are 

still possible Friday however the threat for severe weather will be much lower and shifting to the Flint Hills 

and areas south and east of the Kansas Turnpike. Right now, our weekend looks dry with plenty of 

sunshine and afternoon highs in the mid-70s and lower-80s. 

 

6/2/13  7am 

The drought means water restrictions in many towns across the state. A reminder... If you live in hays... No 

outdoor watering between noon and 7. That's typically the hottest part of the day. You'll get a warning the 

first time your caught... Then fines. These restrictions will be in place through september. 

 

6/3/13  8am 

After a cool, pleasant, almost early April-like weekend, summer warmth and humidity will return this week 

along with rain and thunderstorms. Early Monday under a mostly clear sky, temps tumbled into the low to 

mid-50s with a light wind out of the southeast. Monday afternoon we can expect warmer temps to move 

back into our region with highs soaring into the lower 90s in the west. Central and eastern Kansas should 

be heating up too as the mercury rises into the low to mid-80s. A few storms may develop across western 

Kansas in the heat of the day but the better chances for rain and storms will arrive Monday night as storms 

slide in from the northwest.Tuesday will bring most of our chances for both morning and afternoon storms. 

A few storms could be severe with hail and high wind the primary threats. Afternoon highs will be in the 

lower 80s, typical for early June. Another round of storms will be possible Wednesday before we dry out 

Thursday and Friday. 

 

6/4/13  4pm 

Thunderstorms will move from west to east across Kansas tonight. Some severe storms are expected in the 

southwest this evening. There will be less of a chance for storms to be severe after midnight as they move 

across central and eastern sections of the state. We will see more showers and thunderstorms on 

Wednesday. Severe weather is not expected. 

 

6/5/13  9pm 

Water levels at the cheney reservoir continue to rise. That's where wichita gets its water. The reservoir is 

now 73-percent full. That's up from 64-percent a week ago. Rising levels are the result of recent rain 

because of the rain... City officials voted to delay any restrictions for water users. 

 

6/7/13  8am 

A broken water pipe in eastborough is now fixed  the city of wichita was being accused of wasting water 

the original plan was to let it leak out and install a new pipe. At the same time..the city asked residents to 

conserve. Officials apologized for the mixed messages. City officials estimate that about 50 dollars worth 

of water was lost from last friday to today. 



 

 

 

6/9/13  7am 

In the wake of a weak cold front that moved through last night, clear skies will dominate the weather 

picture today as high pressure builds into Kansas.  Picture perfect weather conditions with blue skies and 

light winds.  Afternoon highs again in the 80s to lowers-90s. Plenty of stars tonight with clear skies.  

Overnight lows dropping into the upper 50s to mid 60s. Air-conditioners will be working in full force this 

week as summer-heat cranks up a several notches.  A ridge of high pressure in the upper levels of the 

atmosphere will migrate from the Desert Southwest into Kansas bringing some of that heat with it.  Highs 

at or above 100 degrees will be common in the west with middle and upper 90s across central and eastern 

Kansas.  Wichita may flirt with 100 degrees on Tuesday and again Friday.  Don't forget the sunscreen, 

remember to stay well hydrated and check on the pets and elderly. 

 

6/10/13  4pm 

Summer is making an early appearance across Kansas as temperatures soar into the 90s and 100s this week. 

Many locations have seen the warmest readings of the year this afternoon and it looks to be even hotter 

tomorrow. There is a slight chance of a storm or two in far northwest Kansas overnight, but most areas will 

stay dry. Triple digit heat will spread from the west into much of central Kansas on Tuesday while the east 

stays in the 90s. The northwest will have chances for some nighttime storms Thursday and Friday while the 

rest of the state stays dry. There will be a chance for showers and storms over much of the state late 

Saturday and Saturday night. 

 

6/11/13  8am 

The heat wave that cranked-up Monday will roll on through week's end and only a few passing storm 

chances.The summer sizzle is the result of a sprawling area of hot high pressure which will camp out over 

the central Plains, deflecting the best rain and storm chances to areas outside Kansas and bringing us and 

extended period of hot dry weather.  Tuesday will toasty along with wicked southerly winds gusting over 

45 mph at times.  A wind advisory is in effect Tuesday for much of central and western Kansas. Afternoon 

highs will soar into the upper-90s to around near 105 degrees statewide under a mostly sunny sky.  A few, 

Isolated storms, will be possible over northwest Kansas Tuesday afternoon but they will fade quickly with 

the setting sun. A weak cold front will slide through Kansas Wednesday shifting our winds to the north, 

easing our up the heat a bit for the middle of the week but, right now, it doesn't look like the cold front will 

provide any significant rainfall. 

 

6/12/13  9pm 

A cold front moved through most of the state this afternoon bringing some relief from the triple digit heat 

of the last couple of days in western kansas. It will not bring any much needed rain until there is a slight 

chance of some storms in northwest kansas late thursday afternoon and evening. Things heat back up again 

on friday before another storm system brings more chances for rain late saturday and sunday. Less heat will 

be seen from saturday through monday before the summer like heat returns. 

 

6/13/13  7am 

A weak cold front will slid through Kansas Wednesday afternoon shifting our winds around to the north 

and ushering in slightly cooler temps for most Thursday. Under a sunny or mostly sunny sky Thursday, 

afternoon highs will climb into the low to mid-90s. A few storms may develop over extreme northwest 

Kansas heading into Thursday night but most areas should remain dry. Summer sizzle will return Friday 

along with gusty southerly winds.  It will be hot as afternoon highs soar back into the upper-90s and low-

100s once again. Scattered storms will also return to northwest Kansas Friday night. More chances for 

storms will arrive this weekend however most of the activity be isolated to widely scattered at best with 

Highs will be in the low to mid 90s. 

 

6/14/13  8am 

Kansas health officials issue a blue-green algae warning for three lakes. The warning affects logan city 

lake, marion reservoir, and memorial park lake in barton county. Officials recommend you don't drink the 

water. The same goes for pets and livestock. You should also avoid swimming in the water. 

 

6/15/13  9pm 



 

 

A Severe T-Storm Watch is in effect until 10 p.m. CDT for eastern Colorado and northwest Kansas.  

Elsewhere, we're watching other showers and storms through the evening hours.  Overnight lows will fall 

to the 60s and 70s. On Sunday, morning clouds will give way to partly cloudy skies as highs climb to the 

80s and 90s.  A few storms are possible in the late day, especially in western Kansas.  The band of storms 

will roll southeast overnight into early Monday morning.  In addition to the large hail and damaging wind 

threat, locally heavy rain is also possible. Highs on Monday will be in the 80s as most of the rain moves 

out.  There will be some late day storms redeveloping in western Kansas. 

 

6/16/13  7am 

Happy Father's Day- we hope you get to enjoy some time outdoors at the lake, ball field, or park with the 

kids.  Keep an eye to the sky this afternoon as strong to severe storms are possible.  A slight risk of severe 

storms exists across the entire state today.  Morning clouds and showers will give way to partly cloudy 

skies as afternoon temperatures climb into the upper 80s and lower 90s.  The best potential for severe 

storms during the afternoon will exist over western Kansas, however a these storms will organize and move 

into central Kansas overnight.  The band of storms will roll southeast overnight into early Monday 

morning.  In addition to the large hail and damaging wind threat, locally heavy rain is also possible, 

especially in areas that received torrential rains on Saturday. After morning showers and a few lingering 

storms, skies should clear on Monday.  Highs will be in the 80s as we start the work week.  More storms 

are expected in western Kansas both Monday and Tuesday evenings.  The summer heat returns late in the 

week and continues into next weekend. 

 

6/18/13  8am 

Thousands of fish end up dead at an el dorado pond. Wildlife officials aren't blaming the heat. Instead it's a 

type of bird. Jim grawe explains.  Geese seem to rule the roost here at the pond in el dorado's east park.jodi 

kennedy: some of them are pretty mean! Rick and jodi kennedy have had their share of run-ins with these 

honkers. Yesterday, they were over there, and this goose right here, she, he whatever started screaming, and 

the others came from across the river and actually had us surrounded. And we were just kind of sitting here 

thinking, oh, i hope they don't get us. Meanwhile other people seem to enjoy the birds--most of which don't 

really belong here. They're domestic geese that people have brought to the pond. They can't fly so this is 

where they stay. And they've upset the balance of nature. There used to be some pretty good fish in here. 

But not any more. One morning last week hundreds of game fish---blue gills and bass--were discovered 

dead in the pond. According to the city, tests showed the fish may have suffocated. Turns out copious 

amounts of goose droppings....may have fed the algae....and sucked the oxygen out of the water. The city 

removed the dead fish. And some of the geese have been captured and relocated to other ponds and 

lakes...to thin the flock. Meanwhile, el dorado's public works department has started pumping water into 

the pond from el dorado lake, to improve the quality, and make it once again habitable for fish. In el 

dorado, jim grawe eyewitness news.     

 

6/19/13  9pm 

Once again there will be some storm chances for Kansas tonight, however the activity looks to be a little 

more isolated in nature.  A storm or two will be possible during the evening hours in western Kansas, while 

a few storms will be possible overnight near the I-135 corridor.  We'll drop down into the 60s for lows. A 

couple of storms will be possible in eastern Kansas early Thursday but any activity will quickly move out.  

Expect plenty of sunshine west where upper 90s to near 100 degree temperatures will be found.  Look for 

partly cloudy skies east with highs in the lower 90s. More 90s and triple digits are in store for Kansas on 

Friday.  The heat won't back down this weekend as highs stay in the middle to upper 90s along with gusty 

southerly winds.   

 

6/20/13  7am 

Rain and storm chances will be few and far between here in Kansas for several days but the heat and gusty 

winds are here to stay for a while. We can expect plenty of sunshine Thursday in the west where highs will 

top out in the upper-90s to near 100 degrees.  Look for partly cloudy skies east with highs in the lower 90s 

and gusty southerly winds statewide. Afternoon highs in the 90s and triple digits will stick around Friday 

through our weekend, and into early next week so get set to sizzle here in the Sunflower State as the heat 

wave rolls on along with relentless, gusty, southerly winds. A few isolated storms will be possible this 

weekend over western Kansas but most of us will miss out on any moisture. 



 

 

 

6/21/13  8am 

Welcome to Summer!  After a couple of morning showers and storms in central Kansas, expect more heat, 

humidity and wind today.  Afternoon highs will top out in the middle to upper 90s.   A couple of isolated 

late-day storms will be possible in the west. It'll be a virtual carbon copy for Saturday.  Highs again will 

reach the middle to upper 90s with mostly sunny skies.  A few late-day storms will be possible again for 

late tomorrow afternoon. No break from the bake for Sunday and next week as highs will stay in the upper 

90s to 100 degrees plus. 

 

6/22/13  9pm 

A few storms continue in the northwest and a Tornado Watch is in effect until 1 a.m CDT.  The majority of 

Kansas looks breezy, dry and partly cloudy for the overnight hours.  Lows will drop to the lower 60s 

behind a front in the northwest.  Elsewhere, plenty of 70s will be found. Another windy and hot day is on 

the way for Sunday. Skies should turn mostly sunny with temperatures again well up into the 90s.  Along 

that stalled out front in northwest Kansas, a few clouds and isolated storms will pop up again in the late 

day.  A few of those storms could possibly clip the southwest but especially the northcentral areas 

overnight as lows mainly fall into the 70s. More heat and wind will greet us for next week.  Highs in the 

middle to upper 90s to around 100 degrees will be possible through Thursday.  That's when the next frontal 

system will move through, sparking isolated storm chances Thursday night and bringing in air that's not as 

hot.  Look for lower 90s by next Saturday. 

 

6/23/13  7am 

A slight risk of strong to severe storms this afternoon, near a stationary front draped across northern and 

western Kansas.  Isolated storms will develop after 4 p.m.  The strongest storms may produce gusty 

straight-line winds and 1 inch hail.  The rest of Kansas can expect another windy and hot day.  Expect hazy 

sunshine to partly cloudy skies with temperatures well into the 90s to near 100 in the west.  Wind gusts 

between 30-40 m.p.h. will be common across central Kansas during the afternoon. Into the evening and 

overnight, a cluster of strong storms over northern and western Kansas, will push east along the I-70 

corridor exiting our viewing area during the early morning. Early morning temperatures will range from the 

low 60s in northwest Kansas to the mid 70s in the southeast.  The wind will persist. Heat and wind will be 

the rule of thumb next week, however there is some relief in sight by next weekend.  Highs in the upper 90s 

with several days of 100 degree heat in the west will be common through Thursday.  That's when the next 

frontal system will move through, sparking isolated storm chances Thursday night and bringing in air that's 

not quite as oppressive.  Look for lower 90s by next weekend - and LESS wind! 

 

6/25/13  4pm 

More hot weather is on the way across Kansas for the next couple of days. Readings at and above 100 will 

be common over the central and western sections of the state. The east will see highs in the mid to upper 

90s but with more humidity, so it will feel hotter. A "cold" front will drift southward on Thursday and 

Thursday night bringing some slight chances for some thunderstorms. A little cooler condition will be with 

us from Friday into the beginning of next week. 

 

6/28/13  4pm 

There will be some very isolated storms in far western Kansas this evening. Elsewhere we will see clear to 

partly cloudy skies. Cooler and even drier air will move into the state overnight ensuring a mild and less 

humid weekend. The mild conditions will continue into next week with high temperatures mostly in the 

80s. Rain chances will increase statewide from Wednesday night into Friday. The clouds and showers will 

help keep high temperatures in check those three days. 

 

6/29/13  9pm 

A few storms will be possible in the far western viewing area tonight.  Elsewhere, look for partly cloudy to 

mostly clear skies.  Lows will fall to the middle and upper 50s to around 60 degrees!Sunday--and the last 

day of June--looks fantastic.  Highs will reach the lower to middle 80s with mostly sunny skies east.  Partly 

cloudy skies will prevail in the west with a few late-day and evening storms again possible. Temperatures 

will remain the 80s next week with rain chances on the increase by the Fourth of July holiday. 

 



 

 

6/30/13  7am 

June 2013 will be go in the history book as a warm and stormy month but not today as we finish the month 

with a cool but very pleasant Sunday. Look for afternoon highs to only climb into the low to mid-80s with 

mostly sunny skies east and partly cloudy skies in the west where a few late-day and evening storms will be 

possible once again. Monday and Tuesday will be dry then rain and storm chances will rise late Wednesday 

and stay fairly high through Saturday so it appears there could be some wet weather to deal with on the 

Fourth. The cooler than average temps will stick around this week too with afternoon highs in the mid-80s 

for most of Kansas.  Typically we'd top out in the low to mid-90s so enjoy the heat relief this week and an 

extended break for our soaring AC/power bills. 
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4/2/13  9pm 

You know the royals really didn't play all that bad yesterday against the white sox... It just wasn't all that 

exciting.. A pitchers duel between chris sale and james shield... And that was his only mistake... A solo 

homer to win the game...  Offensively they left a lot in arizona.... But maybe it will come back...  Off 

today... And then continuing the series with the white sox... Then back to back three game series with the 

phillies and then the twins..... 

 

4/9/13  4pm 

The man who was submerged in a pond in northeast wichita yesterday has died. Authorities say it appears 

to have been an accident.  The 29 year old man was driving the truck-- he went through a parking lot, then 

over a curb into the pond, where his truck was submerged. Emergency crews rescued the man...he was 

revived and taken to a hospital where he later died. Investigators say a medical condition or a mechanical 

issue with the vehicle may have caused him to lose control. 

 

4/10/13  9pm 

We wanted to know what you thought of background checks for gun purchases in our scientific factfinder 

12 survey... We asked 500 adults, if background checks should be required to purchase a firearm. 84-

percent of you said yes. 13-percent said no. 3-percent of you are not sure. 

 

4/11/13  7am 

In our exclusive factfinder 12 scientific survey we asked 500 kansans what is more important. Protecting 

second amendment rights *or* controlling gun ownership 62 percent say protecting their right to own. 33 

percent believe it should be controlling ownership. 

 

4/12/13  8am 

We'll learn more today about a house fire in south wichita. Three people were hurt including a firefighter.  

He will be fine, but two people from the home are still in the hospital. Investigators say the fire is 

accidental. 

 

4/13/13  9pm 

A child remains in critical tonight after her house catches fire friday. Firefighters were called to the 23 

hundred block of north prince street. The family ran outside when the fire started, but realized the 6-year-

old girl was still inside firefighters were able to rescue her. She was taken to the hospital for smoke 

inhalation and burns. The cause of the fire is still under investigation coming up at eyewitness news at 10...  

We hear from neighbors who witnessed the little girl's mother search for her child.  That's on our sisters 

station kwch 12. 

 

4/14/13  7am 

I was raining neon...at "the gnarly neon 5-k race" runners showed up in downtown bright and early. There 

was a live d-j playing music through out the morning. People were told to wear white.. And they celebrated 

at the finish line by throwing handfuls of neon corn starch in the air.  Money raised benefit local charities. 

To see more photos... And find out what else is going on in your area...head to fetch toto dot com. 

 

4/15/13  8am 

Eight people are hurt in a crash on the kansas turnpike. Two victims are in critical condition. Turnpike 

officials tell us the van may have blown a tire...just north of the towanda service station one patient was 

flown to a wichita hospital by helicopter. 

 

4/17/13  9pm 

Law enforcement is asking... Anyone who took pictures or videos before, during, or after the explosions.... 

To turn them over to police tonight on eyewitness news at ten on channel 12... Lauren seabrook sits-down 

with a former f-b-i agent.... And looks at some of those pictures. He gives his perspective on what 



 

 

investigators are looking for in the pictures ... And what they're doing right now to find the person or 

people responsible. 

 

4/22/13  8am 

"We ask that you join in a moment of silence and remember all those that were impacted by these tragedies. 

Their familly's loved ones, the city of boston massachusetts and the community surrounding west texas.” 

drivers and fans hold a moment of silence at the kansas speedway sunday. It's in tribute to the victims of the 

boston marathon bombings and west, texas fertilizer plant explosion. There were also extra security 

measures in place at the speedway... Following the bombs. 

 

4/26/13  8am 

Clint eastwood's wife has checked herself into rehab. T-m-z says dina needs help with depression and 

anxiety. She is not being treated for substance abuse. 

 

4/28/13  7am 

Schools across america search for new ways to keep students safe from gunfire. In kansas, students run 

lockdown drills and learn to hide from an active shooter. But critics of such training say it only teaches kids 

to be targets. Coming up tonight on eyewitness news at 10, factfinder 12 investigator brian heap shows you 

a different approach. Brian travels to mccook, nebraska to see how a school district is training with an 

active shooter in a classroom filled with students. It's a controversial school safety program known as 

"alice" which encourages students to evacuate, barricade -- and if necessary -- counter attack..."well i think 

just hiding, they're obviously going to see you so this way we're at least taking an action to try to stop them 

and give ourselves time to get out the window or go through the other classroom or something.  We're just 

being proactive.  We're not just sitting there and letting it happen.  We're going to stop it from 

happening."watch for brian's special report "guns in schools" tonight on eyewitness news at 10:00. And 

look for web extra elements at kwch.com. 

 

5/2/13  7am 

The storm in western kansas closes interstate-70. Drivers can't drive on it from goodland to colorado. Snow 

covers the highway... Along with many other highways in western kansas. That includes u-83, k-27, and k-

96. Those highways are not closed... Just covered with snow or slush. 

 

5/3/13  8am 

A founding member of the heavy metal band slayer has died. Jeff hanneman died thursday morning of liver 

failure at a los angeles hospital. His wife was by his side. He had been slowly recovering from a possible 

spider bite. It nearly took his arm after he didn't get treatment. His spokeswoman believes the bite 

contributed to his liver failure. But an autopsy will determine that. Jeff hanneman was 49-years-old. 

 

5/4/13  9pm 

A loud blast - and then flames shooting into the air. That's how residents describe a gas explosion in 

northeast wichita today. Tonight that fire is out, and everyone who was evacuated is back home. This all 

happened about one o-clock this afternoon when a construction crew hit a line near 13th and fountain.that's 

where we find eyewitness news reporter sia nyorkor - sia.   

 

5/5/13  7am 

A construction site turns dangerous in north-east wichita. Saturday afternoon, a crew hit a gas line causing 

an explosion - and fire. Flames were shooting out of the ground for several hours - forcing some residents 

from their home this happened near 13th and fountain construction crew workers say the explosion sent 

smoke and flames into the sky that could be seen for miles. Eyewitness news reporter sia nyorkor has the 

story. Nats of the fire: jule sot: i looked out my window saw the fire and the construction guys running and 

knew it was time to go... Eyewitnesses say you could see and hear the fire for miles around the area. 

Saturday afternoon construction crews hit a gas line while they were working. This caused an explosion---

then a fire. Cynthia sot:   i heard something go boom! I thought it was a bomb or something. We didn't 

know what happened. We saw flames, a big ball of flames, big ball of smoke, big ball of fire. When 

firefigthers arrived to the scene, they immediately evacuated homes on broadview, fountain and bluff 

streets. Firefighter sot: what they have to do is go door-to-door, sniff and check for leaks.  Complicating 



 

 

matters was the lack of water. Fire hydrants on 13th street have been shut off for a while because of 

construction. Kansas gas workers had a challenge locating and shutting off the valves---which is why the 

fire burned for several hours. As all crews worked the scene, 13th street was closed causing drivers to 

detour. Meanwhile evacuees were served by the salvation army.  Wichita fire department also kept people 

from out of the cold and away from the fire by putting them on a climate-controlled bus. Residents say this 

is one fire they won't soon forget. Julie sot: i have children, just glad no one was hurt... 

 

5/6/13  4pm 

A man was out playing frizbee with his kids sunday afternoon... When he saw this... Look out, he's got a 

problem. He's got a problem. a small plane clipped power lines in cowley county.  Chris brack... Sent us 

this video.. He says his kids became alarmed when they saw the plane flying low in the sky.  Michael 

woodruff from satanta was flying the plane.... Woodruff  landed in an empty field a mile away. He was not 

hurt. 

 

5/8/13  7am 

A boston globe reporter reached out to liggett. Brian macquarrie says liggett is not the only one who has 

contacted the funeral home about burying tsarnaev. "the director there says he has received about 100 offers 

to bury the body. > macquarrie says the body is still at the funeral home. He says liggett may appear in one 

of his stories in the future. The boston mayor said tuesday tsarnaev will not be buried in the city. 

 

5/12/13  7am 

Factfinder 12 wants to know... If a stranger approached your child.. .would they know what to do? Child 

safety expert bob stuber told us not every stranger is a danger, but that kids should know what to do if they 

don't feel safe. When a child is approached by someone in a car, most know to runaway. But stuber says 

they often run in the same direction of the car, which many times is the wrong choice. First as soon as you 

turn and run the opposite way you increase your safety odds by 50 percent because there's only a 50 percent 

chance the driver will turn and follow you so your in better shape right there. Even if he does turn to follow 

you he's got traffic to deal with he's got to come around he doesn't want to attract attention.  Attracting 

attention is exactly what kids should do. Stuber says kids should make as much noise as possible and run to 

the closest, safest place. Then, they should immediately tell an adult what happened. 

 

5/19/13  7am 

Get severe weather alerts sent straight to your phone with the storm team 12 weather app. Check out 

current radar conditions, see the latest forecast, even watch live streaming video. The app is available for 

free for android and apple devices. 

 

5/21/13  8am 

Boeing also has a plant in moore. Employees were released to go home to their families. There are 

temporary and permanent boeing workers commuting to and living in moore. No one was hurt at the plant. 

 

5/24/13  8am 

Five climbers are missing and feared dead on one of the world's highest mountains.  Officials in nepal think 

the climbers were heading down from the mountain when they slipped at an altitude of nearly 26-thousand 

feet. Bad weather is affecting the search for the climbers. 

 

5/26/13  7am 

Memorial day weekend also means swimming pools will be opening across the state. But before you let 

your kids jump in... The ymca has some creative tools that could save their life. Yesterday, i went out to 

show you the first ever *water wise safety day*. The alligator crawl.... Tigger bounces... Max 'the monkey" 

(let him show it) and crocodile roll... Max nats roll over... Good job. Creative names... For life saving tools. 

Kelsey alot of this is preventative things, what can we do to help keep these kids safe prior and alot of this 

is just education and empowering these kids to know what to do in an emergency situation. So what do they 

mean... Let's start with the aligator crawl. Kelsey we forget that sometimes kids trip and fall and it's hard 

for them to keep their head above water so we teach them to get into a push up position and keep their head 

up and get a breath and walk to a safe place. If a child gets into water that's too deep... It's time to bounce 

like tigger. Kelsey say we fall in water up to here how do we get a breath, so bouncing up like tiger to get a 



 

 

breath. Then children learned to use monkey arms around the side of the pool. Kelsey this is a trigger for 

life guards, we actually train our life guards if you see this it means you need to go to that child. Are they in 

water too deep... Maybe they don't feel well or they're just tired. Next up... The crocodile roll... Kelsey if 

we fall in we're in on our belly how to roll on your back, their face is out of the water they can breath and 

yell for help. The last item on the list... Throw... Don't go. Kelsey biggest mistake we see is someone's 

having trouble in the water and your first instinct is i need to jump in and save them but we forget they are 

so scared that they can pull us under the water. Instead... Lifeguards at the y showed the kids how to throw 

something in that floats that the child could hold onto while they get help. Kelsey even if they remember 

one thing today... Maybe that's the one thing that saves their life. Max i'm not afraid. Reporting from the 

downtown y... Jade degood... Kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

5/29/13  9pm 

As we expected severe weather tonight... Churches in one wichita neighborhood want resident to know 

where they can take cover. Church volunteers in delano are spreading the word that churches will open 

their basements to neighbors. The basement underneath temple baptist church on west maple was built to 

withstand a nuclear attack. Now it can protect anyone nearby from severe storms. There's plenty of room, 

and the accommodations are not bad. We'll either meet in here or right in this room we're backing into right 

here.  And we'll have water and snacks, trying to accomodate as they come, trying to make them as 

comfortable as possible in a tragic situation.. In this part of town there are a lot of homes without 

basements---including many second and third story apartments. 

 

5/30/13  7am 

A massive hay bail fire is still burning in moscow, kansas. We're hearing that some residents of the town 

are evacuating. More than 50 thousand bales have been on fire since tuesday night. As we get more info on 

this story we will update you on air and online. 

 

5/31/13  8am 

A fire burning since tuesday is contained. A corn stalk bale fire in moscow continues to burn... But it is 

under control. More than 50-thousand bales caught fire.      The fire chief says the fire could burn for a total 

of five days. 

 

6/2/13  7am 

People around oklahoma city will continue to clean-up today. Officials say... At least nine people died... 

When tornadoes tore through the area. In el reno... Just west of oklahoma city... A tornado destroyed this 

restaurant, where employees were riding out the storm. (sot shelton bryan/survived el reno tornado )we just 

held onto each other got everybody. We hid under this staircase right here. There were seven of us. 

Flooding was a major issue saturday. The storm dumped up to 11 inches of rain on oklahoma city. Flood-

waters surrounded homes, trapped cars and animals. Officials say high water made it difficult for crews to 

assess the storm damage. 

 

6/3/13  8am 

Police warned river festival organizers that a body could surface in the ar-kansas during the event, .... And 

it has the body was found just down river from where a man jumped in last thursday night. Police called-off 

the search friday afternoon they have not confirmed whether the person found sunday was that man. We 

should find out more when we meet with police at ten this morning. 

 

6/5/13  9pm 

An augusta police officer is in the hospital after crashing his cruiser during a chase. The officer was in 

pursuit of a stolen car at the time. Speeds exceeded 100 miles per hour. That's when, the officer lost 

control... Hitting a telephone pole. The suspect was arrested several hours later. The officer was taken to 

the hospital. He's in fair condition. 

 

6/6/13  7am 

You're looking at video eyewitness news was given by jayden hicks' family. The salina 11 year old was 

shocked last week while playing on a junction box in the rain. She remains in critical condition at a wichita 

hospital. Her family says they appreciate all the support they've received. Her uncle danny reeves says there 



 

 

have been positive improvements... But there's still a long road ahead for hicks. People from around the 

world have sent their support. It's as far as australia, great britain the uk all over th united states, people 

have shown a ton of support, we appreciate all the wishes, prayers, the hopes of jayden's recovery. There is 

also a fund set up for the family. An anonymous donor recently gave five thousand dollars. There are also a 

number of events in the community to benefit the family. You can find a list of them at kwch dot com. 

 

6/7/13  8am 

A toddler dies after wandering in front of a pickup truck. Police say a man was dropping off the father and 

child yesterday...when he accidentally rolled over the 18 month old in the 1700 block of south santa fe. 

Police say the driver didn't see him as he rolled forward. Paramedics rushed the toddler to st. Francis, but 

he died a short time later. 

 

6/11/13  8am 

The search is on for a missing teenager at kanopolis lake. The boy was on the lake with two friends... All of 

them in kayaks. All three tipped over... But one did not come back up. Police are still calling this a rescue 

mission. 

 

6/13/13  7am 

Eagle-med's accreditation is placed on hold. That's a commission's decision after a deadly helicopter crash 

tuesday in oklahoma. The helicopter crashed after taking off from a hospital. A patient on board died and 

three crew members were hurt. Eagle-med's corporate offices are in wichita. They tell us the crew is not 

from kansas. This is the third eagle-med crash in three years. 

 

6/14/13  8am 

The supreme court ruled thursday that companies cannot patent parts of naturally-occurring human genes. 

The ruling reverses three decades of patent awards by government officials. It throws out patents held by 

myriad genetics inc. On an increasingly popular breast cancer test. Actress angelina jolie used the test to 

discover she had one of the genes that can lead to breast cancer. She then had a double mastectomy. The 

tests aren't cheap...costing over 3-thousand dollars. The ruling could mean more competition...and more 

affordable testing. 

 

6/16/13  7am 

Covering the nation... Firefighters in colorado springs say they're making more progress against the most 

destructive wildfire in state history. The black forest fire is now 55 percent contained nearly 500 homes 

have been destroyed in the fire. Many residents aren't sure if their home is one of them. "my life is in that 

house, i've got all of my memories, and it's lost. I think, i don't know." some mandatory evacuation orders 

have been lifted. But many residents are only allowed back home for a few minutes... Just to look at the 

damage. 

 

6/21/13  8am 

In the healthwatch this morning.. Infertility may increase the risk of cancer.  Researchers at stanford found 

men with a certain form of infertility were 3 times more likely to develop the disease.  Doctors think the 

genetic defects that cause infertility...may also make a man more susceptible to cancer. 

 

6/23/13  7am 

A new health campaign kicks off in wichita. Fit fest is about making healthy choices. The event showed 

residents of all ages how to be healthy through every day activity. Health officials say everyday choirs like 

vacuuming can help you stay in shape. This is an awesome opportunity or the kids to learn how to use their 

bodies differently. They see other people participate so they and see that it's not just important for our 

family but for other families. The campaign was created through a grant from the centers for disease 

control. Wichita is one of 40 communities across the nation to receive the grant. 

 

6/26/13  7am 

A warning posted on the lindsborg community hospital's facebook page. Here's the message. It warns 

friends and followers of the hospital about a person going door to door in lindsborg...trying to perform 



 

 

screenings for children. The person claims to be representing the hospital. Officials from the facility say 

this is not the case and they have notified authorities. Lindsorg police are looking into the claims. 

 

6/27/13  8am 

A combine is destroyed after a fire in saline county. Crews were called to a farm east of salina last night. 

Smoke could be seen for miles away. Fire crews say the owner of the combine was cutting wheat when he 

left the combine for a moment. When he came back it was on fire. It's believed that a mechanical issue was 

the cause of the fire. 

 

6/30/13  7am 

Fire fighters in reno county put out this large grass fire saturday. It burned about six square miles of land 

near U-S 50 and partridge road One house was evacuated, *BUT*... No one was hurt, and no buildings 

were burned. 

 

 



 

 

 

POLITICS 
 

4/1/13  4pm 

The kansas senate is expected to approve a bill to block tax breaks form medical facilities that provide 

abortions. The bill already passed the house... And governor sam brownback is expected to sign it if the bill 

makes it to his desk. The bill would block abortion providers from claiming tax credits offered to other 

health care providers. It would also prevent women from including abortion costs in tax-deductible medical 

expenses. The legislation would also ban organizations that provide abortions from contributing materials 

for sex education classes in public schools. 

 

4/2/13  9pm 

I'm anne meyer. Coming up tonight on eyewitness news at 10 on k-w-c-h channel 12... We take a look at 

some of the issues tonight's winners will face in the coming year when they take over their newly elected 

seats. 

 

4/3/13  7am 

The polls for the kansas general election are closed and we have some results for you... In district one 

lavonta williams held onto her seat. She won with 71 percent of the vote. James clendenin also stays in his 

seat in district 3. And janet miller keeps the district six seat... Jeff blubaugh is the winner in district 

four...where he won by only 40 votes. 

 

4/7/13  7am 

Good team, well coached, confident and they win… that's how kansas governor sam brownback describes 

the wichita state shockers. The governor was in atlanta cheering them on. He was able to find the good in 

saturday's loss. And i think it can really launch some things. Ive seen that in programs like butler... Now 

they were say who is wichita state, now they're saying i know who wichita state is. Brownback went on to 

say the shockers trip to the final four was not only good for the university... But for wichita and all of 

kansas as well. 

 

4/8/13  8am 

The latest from topeka.. Kansas lawmakers approve a new abortion bill declaring life begins at fertilization.   

Supporters say it is a clear statement on the value of human life. Opponents say... It's the government 

intruding on a woman's personal medical decision. The bill also blocks tax breaks for abortion providers.. 

Bans abortions based on gender... And prevents abortion providers from participating in public school sex 

education classes. Governor sam brownback plans to sign the bill. It would then take effect july first. To 

learn more about the bill, head to kwch-dot-com. 

 

4/12/13  8am 

Secretary of state john kerry arrives in south korea. He's there to talk war threats from the north. The 

pentagon believes the north is now capable of arming a ballistic missile with a nuclear warhead.  However, 

the government has since tried to clarify. They say north korea probably has not developed and tested the 

ability... To make a small nuclear bomb to go on a missile. 

 

4/14/13  7am 

President obama will visit the university of kansas next friday. K-u's chancellor issued this statement... She 

says, "we are delighted for the opportunity to visit with him about our mission of educating leaders, 

building healthy communities and making discoveries that change the world.  We don't know why the 

president is visiting lawrence, or if he'll be speaking. K-u and the white house will release more information 

later this week. We're also waiting to hear if the visit will be open to the public.. We'll update you on-air 

and online as we get new information. 

 

4/26/13  8am 

The kansas attorney general's office is warning legislators that laws they passed this year could cost the 

state some big bucks. Litigation could cost over a million dollars over the next year. One law passed says 



 

 

the federal government has no power to regulate guns kept in kansas.  Another declares that life begins at 

fertilization. 

 

5/3/13  8am 

Nearly 70-thousand people are expected to "stand and fight" in houston this weekend.  The national rifle 

association is holding its annual convention there. The n-r-a is fresh coming off a huge victory over 

president barack obama on gun control. Legislation to expand background checks failed in the senate.       

And members say the fight has just begun. 

 

5/17/13  8am 

A kansas house staffer apologizes for tweeting inappropriate comments about republicans. Tyler longpine 

works for house minority leader paul davis longpine admits tweeting critical and disparaging comments 

under a fake name for about a year. Wednesday, he compared a few republican state senators to "my crazy 

wing-nut uncle." representative davis says he will discipline longpine. 

 

5/23/13  7am 

Governor sam brownback wants negotiators to wrap up the tax debate. Negotiations hit a new snag 

wednesday... When they couldn't agree on canceling all or part of a sales tax decline scheduled for july.  

They'll meet again today. Brownback wants to keep the current sales tax. But he added, "it is time to wrap 

up the session." 

 

5/24/13  8am 

The kansas senate votes to approve a new "tax plan." lawmakers hope this will end a dead-lock with the 

house republican leaders. The plan approved lowers the state tax on groceries... To just under five-percent. 

It keeps it at six-point-three percent... On other items. 

 

5/26/13  7am 

Kansas legislators back governor brownback's desire to move services for the *mentally disabled*... Into 

the state's new "managed care system"...  A move *opposed by disability advocates. The plan ends a special 

exemption for *developmental disability services* and puts those patients into kancare... Which is managed 

by three *private* health insurance companies. Brownback and his allies say the medicaid overhaul from 

january will cut the state's costs and provide better-coordinated and more effective care. 

 

6/2/13  7am 

The house approved a proposed state budget.... For each of the next two years. The bill sets the budget at 

14-and-a-half billion dollars for the next fiscal year. That's an increase of one-point-five percent. 

However... The following year... The budget will be smaller. The bill will now go to the kansas senate for 

approval. 

 

6/7/13  8am 

The man who calls himself the nation's toughest sheriff temporarily suspends all his immigration 

enforcement efforts. Arizona sheriff joe arpaio made the decision after a u-s district judge found his office 

racially profiled latinos.  Arpaio's immigration work will be on hold until the 14th...when lawyers will 

attend a hearing and discuss ways to avoid the violations found by the judge. 

 

6/16/13  7am 

Hundreds of people protest in kansas city to support immigration reform. Activisits gathered outside of 

kansas secertary of state... Kris kobach's home saturday. People brought shoes from fathers who have been 

deported, to honor father's day. They left the shoes on kobach's doorstep. "yo me he visto en situaciones 

que me han tratado de deportar, y quien llenaria esos zapatos si a mi me deportaran?" i have seen myself in 

situations where i almost get deported… so who will fill these shoes if that happens to me?"  kobach co-

authored a strict immigration bill in arizona. So far, kobach has not given a response to the protest. 

 

6/18/13  8am 

A protest at kobach's home is the focus of a police investigation. Hundreds gathered outside his home this 

weekend...people brought shoes to represent those that have been deported. Kobach and his family were not 



 

 

home. He says what happened was disturbing and crosses the line. "i'll happily debate them any day in 

public all day long but they should never try to intimidate an office holder or threaten or scare someone on 

their private property. Kobach says the demonstration on saturday is an example of why american's should 

bear arms. Kansas city police are reviewing the matter to determine if protestors violated any laws or 

ordinances. 

 

6/20/13  7am 

Kansas congressman mike pompeo supports the n-s-a's surveillance program...saying the programs are 

saving lives. The u-s intelligence committee is working to declassify the documents as much as possible. 

He wants to make sure the country understands the government knows how to defend the nation. 

 

6/21/13  8am 

House members vote against a 5-year farm bill. The 940-billion dollar bill was first brought up last year. It 

never made it to the house floor. Conservatives say the bill doesn't cut enough from the food stamp 

program. The white house has already said it would veto the bill because it cuts too much from the 

program. 

 

6/30/13  7am 

The federal government is listening in on more phone calls... Factfinder 12 researched the numbers... 

Federal and state judges have approved 24 percent more wiretaps in 2012 than 2011. That came out to 

almost 34-hundred authorized nationwide. Courts in kansas issued 11 while missouri courts approved 102. 

A new government report.. Credits wiretaps for the arrests of more than 37-hundred people last year. 

 



 

 

The Weekend Crew Sundays 6:30pm. 
 

Weekend Crew Show Apr. 6-7 

Community: 

Sierra interviewed a rep from a local organization called Rainbows United.  

Shane interviewed a rep from McDonald’s about a new menu item.  

Weekend Crew Show Apr. 13-14 

Community: 

Shane interviewed Eric Fisher academy to announce the winner of the scholarship they were 

giving away.  

Sierra interviewed a rep from a local organization called Rainbows United.  

Weekend Crew Show Apr. 20-21 

Community: 

Sierra interviewed a rep from the American Cancer Society. 

Shane interviewed Dr. Tracie Collins from KU Med. 

Weekend Crew Show Apr. 27-28 

Community: 

Sierra interviewed a rep from the local organization, Girls on the Run. 

Shane interviewed Kristian Strom from the Wichita Public Library. 

Weekend Crew Show May 4-5 

Community: 

Sierra interviewed a rep from TRIO Education Opportunities Center. 

Shane interviewed Monica Flynn from Wichita Children’s Theatre.  

Weekend Crew Show May 11-12 

Community:  

Shane interviewed a representative from Victory in the Valley, a local organization to help 

Cancer Patients.  



 

 

Sierra interviewed a representative from Get Your Rear in Gear, an organization raising 

awareness about Colon Cancer.  

Weekend Crew Show May 18-19 

Community: 

Shane interviewed Amanda Haddock about a local concert to benefit brain cancer research. 

Katie interviewed Susan Smythe from the Ronald McDonald House charities about a golf 

tournament coming up.  

Shane and Katie shot a video about a new local health clinic.  

 

Weekend Crew Show May 25-26 

Community: 

Shane interviewed AJ Boleski about The Ringling Brothers Circus coming to Wichita.  

Katie interviewed Keith Wilson from K-12 about an alternative possibility for parents to send 

their kids to school.  

 

Weekend Crew Show June 1-2 

Community: 

Katie interview Les Eck about the Adopt a School Program.  

Shane interviewed a couple of local musicians trying to raise money for a concert to benefit The 

Lord’s Diner.  

Weekend Crew Show June 8-9 

Community: 

Shane interviewed deb davis from Head for the Cure 5k,a race to raise money for Brain Cancer 

research.  

  

Katie interviewed Tim Lanier about the upcoming acts at the Kansas Star Arena.  

 

Weekend Crew Show 15-16 

Community: 

Katie interviewed representatives from Ballet Wichita about an upcoming run.  



 

 

 

Weekend Crew Show June 22-23 

Community: 

Shane interviewed Lisa Capps about Make a Wish's Bid For Bachelors event to raise money for 

Make a Wish.  

  

Katie interviewed Craig Minten from Rusty Eck Ford about a new deal they have going on.  

  

Katie also interviewed Maya Schneider from The American Red Cross about an upcoming event 

they have going on.  

 

 

Weekend Crew Show June 29-30 

Community: 

Katie interviewed representatives about a non-profit group Youth Horizons.  

Shane interviewed Deb Campbell with the Wichita Scottish Rite Theater about the new show 

1776 playing.  



 

 

 

Community Calendar: 

Sunflower Broadcasting provides a beneficial service for our community by 

providing an online Community Calendar to our viewing public. The 

Community Calendar is available for local groups and individuals to 

promote their events free of charge. It can be accessed through three of our 

websites: kwch.com, fetchtoto.com and kansascw.com. We’ve designed our 

calendar to be used by the public and monitored by our staff. Each month we 

list hundreds of events that happen throughout our viewing area that services 

nearly the entire state of Kansas. Some of these events include, but are not 

limited to, non-profit events, fine arts events, civic club meetings, city hall 

meetings, family celebrations, church functions, movie screenings and local 

music performances.  

 



 

 

FCC Report 

Second Quarter 2013 

 

Tours 
KWCH offers tours to groups interested in learning how a television station operates.  

Tours are tailored to the individual needs of the group, which usually consists of school-

age children.  It focuses on the history of the broadcasting facility and explains the types 

of jobs offered in each department.  Tours are conducted by the Promotions Department 

and questions are welcome throughout. 

 

DATE   TIME        NUMBER TYPE______________ 

April 2013 

4/5/2013  5:45 p.m.  12  Girl Scouts 

4/12/2013  8:30 a.m.  20  Sunrise Academy  

4/12/2013  9:30 a.m.  25  High School Students 

4/12/2013  12:00 p.m.  20  Sunrise Academy 

4/12/2013  3:30 p.m.  10  Argonia High School 

4/19/2013  9:00 a.m.  25  Northridge Elementry 

4/26/2013  11:30 a.m.  30  Goddard High School 

4/26/2013  5:45 p.m.  20  Tiger Cubs 

 

May 2013 

5/8/2013  11:30 a.m.  15  Moundridge High School 

5/28/2013  7 p.m.   14  Tiger Den 

5/29/2013  12:00 p.m.  10  Ketch 

 

June 2013 

6/17/2013  11:45 a.m.  15  EduCare ElDorado  

6/19/2013  11:45 a.m.  20  GEAR UP 

6/20/2013  11:45 a.m.  12  Red Hat Ladies 

6/25/2013  2 p.m.   20  WSU 

6/27/2013  3:45 p.m.  20  Upward Bound 

6/28/2013  2:00 p.m.  20  WSU 

 



 

 

KSCW airs public service announcements that address community issues free of charge for 

various nonprofit organizations.   

 

 
Organization/PSA Title Length Number of runs 

900 Forest Service :60 12 

901 Forest Service :30 18 

902 Child Safety :60 5 

903 United Way :30 27 

904 Energy Efficiency :30 38 

905 Energy Efficiency :30 39 

906 Kids Oral Health :60 23 

907 Kids Oral Health :60 18 

908 Emer Preparedness :60 11 

909 Caregiver Asst :30 31 

910 Susan G Komen “Race for a Cure” :30 30 

911 College Access :60 15 

912 College Access :30 54 

913 KS Humane Soc Spay/ Neu :30 32 

916 Special Olympics :60 15 

917 Special Olympics :30 27 

918 AHA Real Women :30 38 

919 Dog Doogity/ Bag It Up :30 24 

920 NAB We are Broadcasters :60 29 

921 NAB We are Broadcasters :30 63 

922 Autism Awareness :60 16 

923 Autism Awareness :30 46 

931 Best Friends Animal Society “I Believe” :60 31 

932 Best Friends Animal Society “I Believe” :30 65 

934 The ARC “Adrian” :60 21 

941 Children Advocacy “One with Courage” :30 40 

943 Morris Animal Foundation :60 17 

944 Morris Animal Foundation :30 44 

945 Beverage Institute “Don’t Text & Drive” :30 61 

946 US Dept of Veterans “Crisis Line” :60 14 

947 US Dept of Veterans “Crisis Line” :30 37 

949 Nature Conservatory “Life” :60 40 

954 Fnd for a Better Life "Never Too Late" :30 33 

955 Friends of the Libraries :30 50 

960 March of Dimes “Premies” :60 44 

963 Kansas American Legion :30 42 

974 Nat’l Runaway Switchboard “Ludacris” :60 11 

977 The ARC “Hages” :60 15 

981 Arbor Day “Tree City” :60 29 

986 KSHSSA :30 40 

987 Big Brothers/Big Sisters “Start Something” :60 27 

990 Goodwill OK Strong :30 12 

991 Horn of Africa Relief “Anthem” :30 40 

992 Horn of Africa Relief “Uma” :30 40 

993 Wasting Water is Weird “Waterfall” :30 32 



 

 

994 Wasting Water is Weird “Dishwasher” :30 24 

995 Peace Corps “Conversations” :60 15 

996 Stand for Diabetes :30 35 

 



 

 

NON-BROADCASTING ENHANCEMENT 

 

Joan Barrett, President & General Manager 

Kansas State University Miller School Journalism Advisory Board  

Carole Kneeland Project - Trainer 

Kansas Food Bank Board of Directors 

Goodwill Industries, Board of Directors 

Wichita Collegiate Booster Club Volunteer 

Wichita Chamber of Commerce - Board of Directors 

 

Laverne E. Goering, Director of Programming & Operations 

Newton Rotary Club Member 

Newton Chamber of Commerce Member 

Harvey County Farm Bureau Member 

American Quarter Horse Association Member 

 

Mark Larson, Meteorologist 

Member AMS local chapter 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Praise Team member 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Confirmation Guide 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Senior High Youth Sunday School teacher 

Volunteer food server Falcon Fellowship, Christ Lutheran Church 

Volunteer carpool driver for the blind/visually impaired 

Wichita Heights High School Booster Club concessions stand volunteer server/worker  

 

Merril Teller, Chief Meteorologist 

Kansas Children’s Miracle Network, Advisory Committee 

AYSO Volunteer Referee 

Member AMS/NWA local chapter 

Member Us Too Prostate Cancer Awareness Group 
 

Jeff Gibson, Engineer 

C.E.R.T. 

R.A.C.E.S. Emergency Operations Management volunteer 

 

Melissa Lock, Human Resource Manager 

Bridgeport Missionary Baptist Church, Sunday School Teacher 

SHRM National and Local 

 

Amy J. Wintz, Account Executive 

HCC communications strategic planning board member 

Morgan PTO 

Morgan Head room mother 

Big Brothers and Sisters Reno county volunteer 

HCC Leadership Program Mentor Board Member 

Delta Zeta Alumni Chapter President 

 
Jason Massingil, Photographer 
Young Life Youth Ministry 

 

Casey Lowmiller, Photographer 
American Red Cross Member 

 
Kerri Baker, Account Executive 

Boot Hill Board of Directors, President 



 

 

Boot Hill Museum Association Member 

MUMC Administrative Chair 

Ford County 4-H Foundation 

 

Joseph E. Miller, Controller 

Botanica, The Wichita Gardens, Trustee Emeriti & Development Committee Member 

Wichita Arts Council, Trustee and Chair, Marketing Committee 

Wichita Kennel Club, Member 

Orpheum Performing Arts Center, Member 

St. Elizabeth Ann Seton church, Usher 

Wichita Art Museum, Member 

City of Wichita Cultural Funding Committee, Vice Chairman 

 

James M. Luce, Research Director 

Mental Health Association Compeer Advisory Board 

Outreach and Missions Ministry Team Leader, River Valley Community Church 

Operation Noah Rescue, Team Leader 

 

Dominic Gauna, Production Manger 

USD 259’s Digital Production Advisory Committee 

Kansas Hispanic Education and Development Foundation, Board of Directors 

Wichita Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, Board Member 

American Red Cross, Board Member 

 

John Salem, Account Executive 

Ballet Wichita – Board of Directors 

Higher Ground (Tiyospay, Inc.) – Board of Directors 

SER – Borad of Directors 

Tallgrass Film Festival – Programmer/Screener 

Fraternal Order of  Oddfellows – Lodge Member 

Miracles, Inc., Wichita - Volunteer 

Wichita Jazz Festival – Member/Supporter 

Friends University Jazz Festival – Volunteer/Supporter 

 

Marcus Wilkerson, Local Sales Manager 

Wichita Wind Ensemble, Board Member 

Positive Directions, Volunteer 

Bank of  America River Run, Volunteer 

Woodlawn Village Homeowners Association 

 

Kim Hynes 

Big Brothers Big Sisters Volunteer 

 

Eddie Gilmer 

Big Brothers Big Sisters - Bowl for Kids Sake Participant 

 

Eron Rawson 

Lead Sound Tech & Worship Musician, Volunteer, Gracepoint Community Church 

 

Shelby Rawlings 

Executive Leadership Committee Member – American Heart Association’s Go Red for Women 

 

Stephanie Huff, Promotion Manager 

Friends of the Wichita Public Library, Board Member 

 

Shawn Hilferty, Director of Marketing and Digital Media 



 

 

Wichita State University Marketing Advisory Board 

 

Ross Janssen, Meteorologist 

National AMS Broadcast Board Member 

AMS/NWA Wichita Chapter Treasurer 

HOA Vice President 

High Plains Conference Planning Committee 

Spring Escape Fashion Show Fundraiser for Goodwill Industries-model 

 

Rodney Price, Meteorologist 

Member AMS/NWA local chapter 

Volunteer - lunchroom Saint Thomas Aquinas School 

Volunteer - Saint Thomas Aquinas Church  

Volunteer - Meals on Wheels/Gift bearers 

 



 

 

Public Engagements 

Sunflower Broadcasting, Inc. serves the community by attending various special events where our 

employees emcee, educate, entertain and motivate throughout the year.  Our employees have made special 

appearances to the following organizations. 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

April 2013 

     

2 Central Christian School Wx talk 80 Mark Larson 

4 Vermillion Elem. Maize Wx talk 100 Mark Larson 

6 Goessell Hisorical Society Annual Dinner Speaker 75 Mark Larson 

9  Coronado Elem. Salina Wx talk 350 Mark Larson 

10 Kansas Food Bank Board meeting 25 Joan Barrett 

17 Jackson Elem. Wichita Wx talk 70 Mark Larson 

18 Elliott School Advising meeting 25 Joan Barrett 

19 North Ridge Elem. Wichita Wx office visit/tour 20 Mark Larson 

20 Hard Charge Race 500 Shane Konicki, Kara Sewell, 

Ross Janssen 

22 Downtown Rotary Club Monthly meeting 200 Joan Barrett 

23 Maize Central Elem. Wx talk 120 Mark Larson 

25 Wichita Chamber Board meeting 30 Joan Barrett 

26 KSU Miller School  Advising meeting 50 Joan Barrett 

27 Benton Days Parade 200 Lauren Seabrook 

 If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

  

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

May 2013 

1 KSU Journalism Review class project 1 Joan Barrett 

3 Newton Middle School Judging Presentations 50 Melissa Scheffler 

4 Top of the Class Breakfast 200 Joan Barrett, Dominic Gauna, 

Erika Schlup, Jenn Bates, Roger 

Cornish, Cindy Klose 

8 Weststar Energy   Wx safety meeting 35 Mark Larson 

9 Eisenhower Elem. McPherson Wx talk  100 Mark Larson 

10 McPherson All Schools Day Parade 500 Brain Heap 

11 KWCH Best of class 100 Roger Cornish 

11 Sunflower Balloon Festival Parade 200 Melissa Scheffler 

15 W.A.T.C. Weather talk 25 Rodney Price 

15 Air Quality Task Force Monthly meeting 15 Mark Larson 

18 Victory in the Valley East Meets West Walk/Run 100+ Katie Hatfield, Shane Konicki 

20 Downtown Rotary Club Monthly meeting 100 Joan Barrett/Brian Gregory 

22 Wichita Elementary School School visit 20 Michael Schwanke 

30 Wichita Chamber Board meeting 30 Joan Barrett 

31 Riverfestival Parade 500 Ross Janssen 

 If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

June 2013 

2 River Festival Egg Toss 500 Cindy Klose, Mark Larson 

2 River Festival Concerts 1000 Merril Teller 

5 Crimestoppers Lunch 3 Joan Barrett/Brian Gregory 

5 Wichita Senior Education Wx talk 25 Mark Larson 



 

 

7-8 Beef Empire days Beef empire days 200 Roger Cornish 

7 Chingawassa Days First day concerts 200+ Jade DeGood 

7 Young Life Splurge Magazine Tee-off 

Party 

400 Mark Larson/Kara Sewell/Brian 

Heap 

8 Smoky Hill River Festival Emcee Concert 300 Cindy Klose, Samantha Anderson 

11 Orpheum Theatre Clebrity & Chef cook-off 1000 Mark Larson 

12 Kansas Food Bank Board meeting 25 Joan Barrett 

14 Father of the Year Awards Ceremony 200 Brian Heap 

17 Adopt a School Golf Tournament 100 Joan Barrett, Shawn Oswald, 

Grant Meech, Roger Cornish 

22 Kechi Parade Krazy for Kechi Parade 400? Jenn Bates 

22 Kansas Star Casino Journey Karaoke 

contestjudge 

30 Jenn Bates 

22 North YMCA  Auction 100 Michael Schwanke 

26 Wichita Chamber Legislative dinner 100 Joan Barrett/Brian Gregory 

27 Kansas Cosmosphere KWCH Family Fun Day 100? Rodney Price 

28 Susan G Komen Lunch 100 Joan Barrett, Sia Nyorker, Cindy 

Klose, Erika Schlup 

28 Susan G Komen Lunch 100 Katie Hatfield 

28 Make A Wish Kansas Bid for Bachelors 100+ Katie Hatfield, Shane Konicki, 

Erika Schlup, Brian Gregory, Sia 

Nyorker, Joan Barrett, Erika 

Schlup, Cindy Klose 

28 Hedrick’s Zoo – Nickerson Family Fun Days  Katie Hatfield, Shane Konicki 

29 Mid-America All-Indian 

Center 

KWCH Family Fun- Mid-

America All-Indian Center 

50 Dean Jones 

29 Sedgwick Cty Zoo KWCH Family Fun day 300 Jenn Bates 

29 Boot Hill Museum Family Fun Day 100 Andrew Lovette 

29 Cowtown Family Fun Day 100 Jade DeGood 

29 Great Plains Transportation Family Fun Day 50 Grant Meech 

29 Harvey Co Historial Museum Family Fun Day 50 Jim Grawe 

29 Sedgwick Co Historial 

Museum 

Family Fun Day 50 Kara Sewell 

29 Chrysler Boyhood Museum Family FUn Day 50 Heather Williams 

29 Kansas Oil Museum Family Fun Day 50 Danilynn Wilnick 

29 Kansas Aviation Museum Family FUn Day 50 Anne Meyer 

29 Mid-America Air Museum Family Fun Day 50 Janeth Vasquez 

29 Cosmosphere Family Fun Day 100 Rodney Price 

29 Eisenhower Museum Family Fun Day 100 Samantha Anderson 

29 Kansas African American 

Museum 

Familyi Fun Day 25 Sia Nyorkor 

    
If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

 
 


